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Abstract 
In this thesis we study three topics in Harmonic Analysis in the finite field 
setting. The methods used are purely combinatorial in nature. 
We prove a sharp result for the maximal operator associated to dilations of 
quadric surfaces. 
We use Christ's method [6], for L -+ L" estimates for convolution with the 
curve t i-4 (t,  t2 , t3 , . . . , t) in the Euclidean setting, to give LP L' estimates 
for convolution with k-dimensional surfaces in the finite field setting. 
We give a solution to the k-plane Radon transform problem and embark on a 
study of a generalisation of this problem. 
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We begin this thesis by establishing the fundamentals of harmonic analysis for 
finite fields. In Section 1.6, the last section of this chapter, we give an overview 
of the thesis. 
1.1 Finite abelian groups. 
1.1.1 The basics. 
Let (C, +) be a finite ( additive) abelian group. We denote the identity element 
of C by 0 (zero ) and adopt the notation 
ma:=a+a+••+a forsome aEG. 
rn—times 
G is called cyclic if there exists an a E C ( called a generator of G ) such that 
C = {ma: rn E Z}. 
Since G is finite we have integers m, k e Z with m > k (say) such that ma = ka. 
Thus (m — k)a = 0, so that there exist positive integers p with pa = 0. If p is 
the smallest positive integer such that pa = 0 then we call p the order of a e G. 
Clearly I   I = p and C = { a, 2a,. . . ,pa = 0}. We shall denote the cyclic group of 
p elements by (Cr, +) ( we shall often abbreviate this to just Cp  ). 
We could have just as easily defined the above for the multiplicative group 
(C, .), with identity element 1. We have chosen to highlight the additive case 
because one of the main goals will be to identify the additive characters of a 
finite field. In what follows one can replace (G, +) with (G,.) since they are 
(obviously) isomorphic; we shall often refer to the finite abelian group C. 
A character for (G, +) is a homomorphism 'y: G —* S' = {z e C: JzJ = 11, 
so for a, b E G 
-y (a + b) = 'y(a)'y(b). 
One can easily check that the set of characters of (C, +), denoted G, form a 
group under the multiplication 
(y 1 'y2 )(a) = 
Our intention is to show that a finite abelian group (G, +) and its dual group 
G. are isomorphic. We begin with a definition. 
Definition 1.1.1. Let (C 1 , +) and (G 2 , +) be finite abelian groups. We define 
the direct product of G 1 and G2 to be 
C 1 x C 2  := {(gl,g2) : g1 G1 , 92 E C}. 
One can easily check that G 1 x G2 is a finite abelian group under the operation 
o defined by 
(ai , a2 ) o (b 1 , b2 ) := (ai + b1 , a2 + b2 ), 
where (ai , a2 ) and (b 1 , b2 ) are elements of C 1 x G 2 . 
Lemma 1.1.2. Let C1, C2 be finite abelian groups then 
(C 1 x 	(G 1 ) x (G2). 
Proof. This a straight-forward verification. 	 U 
The following theorem allows one to decompose a finite abelian group C into 
a direct product of cyclic groups. This decomposition permits a classification of 
all finite abelian groups. 
Theorem 1.1.3. Let C be finite abelian group with IGI > 2. There exist integers 
withnr >2 such that n2 lni ,n3 1n2 ,...,nr inr_ i and with n=ni nr , 
having the property that 
CCni X••XC nr • 
There are many proofs of this theorem, see for example Allenby [1] or Humphreys 
[15]. 
The final ingredient for the proof of the isomorphism of G and C is the 
following. 
Lemma 1.1.4. Let (Cm , +) be the cyclic group of m elements ( as described 
above) with generator a and let I E N such that 0 < I < m - 1. 
The function 'y Cm  —p S' defined by 
'yj (ka) := e2 
jkI 
 M  
is a character of Cm and every character of Cm has this form. 
(Cm ) * is isomorphic to the ( multiplicative ) cyclic group of m elements. 
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Proof. 'Yt  is clearly a character since for k 1 a, k2a E C 
71 (k i a + k2a) = e21+k2MI- = 'yi (k i a)'y1 (k 2 a). 
Now let 'y be a character of Cm . Then we have 
(7(a))tm = 'y(ma) = 'y(0) = I. 
Thus 7(a) is an mth root of unity: 
7(a) = e2 	for some 1 such that 0 < I m —1 
but then 'y(ka) = e2 	so that = 
Part (ii) of the lemma follows immediately from part (i). 
Proposition 1.1.5. A finite abelian group C with IGI > 2 is isomorphic to its 
dual group C. 
Proof. We use the decomposition Theorem 1.1.3 to write 
CCni XXC nr 
for integers n 1 ,.. . , nr  with n = n1 	Using Lemmas 1.1.2 and 1.1.4 we have 
I-I V' ' x...x(C 71j - 
C721 x ... xC 71 . -  
FM- 
1.1.2  Fourier analysis for finite abelian groups. 
Proposition 1.1.6. Let G be an additive abelian group and G. its (multiplicative) 





0 - if71 
 
yEG. 	
' IGI ifa=OEG 
ifaO0 
Here the addition in the summation takes place in C. 
Proof. (a) If = 1 then this is clear. Suppose then that 	1. Since the map 
a F-+ a + b, for any b E C, is a permutation of C we have 
S = 	7(a) = 	(a + b) = 7(b) 	7(a) = 7(b)S, 
aEG 	 aEG 	 aEG 
so that S(1 - 7(b)) = 0. Since 'y 1 we can choose b so that 7(b) 0 1 so it must 
be that S = 0. 
(b) The proof is similar to (a) where we use instead the fact that ' —p 771, 
for any 71  E G, is a permutation of G. 	 LI 
We consider G as a measure space with the (translation-invariant) counting 
measure dx, so that for E C G we have 
	
f
XE( 	= 	XE(X) = El. 
EG 	 xEG 
On G we use the normalised counting measure d7 so that for H C G we have 
yEGf xH(7)d7=—•—xH(7) 	HI I 	I 'yEG, 	— JT . 
Here we have used the notation JEJ to denote the cardinality of the set E, etcetera. 
More generally for functions f : C —+ C the integral of f over C is given by 
xEGJ f(x)dx=>f(x).  xEG 
For functions g: G —+ C the integral of g over G is given by 
1 
 1:f g(7)d7 = -— 	g(7). EG. 	 I I yEG. 
In this setting we define the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier trans-
form as follows. 
Definition 1.1.7. (a) We define the Fourier transform of a function f : C —+ C 
as a function on G by 
1(7) := [ f(x)7(x)dx, 
J xEG 
where 7 E G*  
(b)We define the inverse Fourier transform for a function g : G —* C as a 
function on C by 
9' (X) := f7EG. g(7)7(x)d7. 
One can easily check that (f)" = f and (gv y = g. We finish this subsection 
with an example. 
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Example 1.1.8. Let N > 2 then take G = ZN = 	The group G, of NZ 
characters, is given by 
'Ym X '—p 2n2 
	for m such that 0 < m < N - 1. 
Clearly we have G G. Note that here dx is the counting measure on G and 
d-y is the normalised counting measure on G. so that 
f7EG'  







and the inverse Fourier transform for a function g : (ZN) -f C is 
N-i 
gV(x) 
= f7 g E(ZN). (7)7(x)d7 = 	g(j)eN Y, 
One can easily check that (j)' = f and (gV)  g. 
1.2 Some field theory. 
The purpose of this section is to introduce some of the basic notions in field theory 
that will allows us to classify finite fields up to isomorphism. We then use this to 
help us identify the ( additive ) characters of a finite field. The material in this 
subsection can be found throughout the literature. Examples include [1],[19},[20] 
and [23]. In those places where we do not provide a proof we give a specific 
reference. We assume the reader is familiar with the notions of field, subfield and 
field isomorphism. 
Let F be a field, and let f be a polynomial ( of degree d) over F. We say f 
splits over F if there exist a 1 ,. . . , ad E F such that 
Of course there is no reason why a given polynomial over a field should split over 
that field. Indeed, consider the case x 2 + 1 over R. However we can construct a 
field ( namely C ) over which x 2 + 1 does split. We call C the splitting field of 
x2 + 1 over R. A precise definition is as follows. 
Definition 1.2.1. A field K is a splitting field for the polynomial f over the field 
Fif 
F is isomorphic to a subfield of K, 
f splits over K, 
and (iii) there is no proper subfield of K over which f splits. 
It turns out that one can always construct a splitting field for a polynomial 
and that the splitting field is essentially unique. 
Theorem 1.2.2. Let f be a polynomial over a field F then 
there exists a splitting field for f over F. 
If K and K' are splitting fields for f over F then K is isomorphic to K'. 
Proof. See for example [23]. 
We now move on to develop the notion of characteristic of a field. In Example 
1.1.8 we considered (ZN, +). Under the natural multiplication on ZN one can 
show the following. 
Proposition 1.2.3. ZN is a field if and only if N is prime. 
Proof. See for example [23], [1]. 
Given a field F we call the intersection of all the subfields of F the prime 
subfield of F ( a trivial verification shows that this is indeed a subfield ). The 
prime subfields are identified as the following. 
Theorem 1.2.4. The prime subfield of  is isomorphic to either Q or Z for  
a prime. 
Proof. See for example [23], [1]. 	 E 
If the prime subfield of F is isomorphic to Q then we say F has characteristic 
zero ( written char(F) = 0 ). If the prime subfield of F is isomorphic to some 
Z then we say that F is of characteristic p ( written char(F) = p ). Thus if 
char(F) = p then 




Let F be field with char(F) = p. One can consider F as a vector space 
over Z. If the dimension of F over Z is k e N then there exist elements 
a 1 ,. . . , a, e F that form a basis for F over Z. Thus each element 0 E F has a 
unique representation 
for some constants c2 E ZP. To calculate the number of elements in F observe 
that there are p choices for each c2 so that IF1 = 
On the other hand suppose we are given a prime p and a positive integer k. 
Consider the polynomial f(x) =X
pk 
 — x over 7Z. Let S be the splitting field for 
f over Z ( Theorem 1.2.2 (i) ). If R C S is the set of roots of f then its easy to 
check that R is a field so by Theorem 1.2.2 (ii) R S. Since f has no multiple 
roots ( since pkxP1 - 1 = —1 and x' — x have no common factors ) it must 
be that I S I = pIc• Further S is unique up to isomorphism by Theorem 1.2.2 (ii). 
This discussion leads us to the following classification. 
Theorem 1.2.5. 111,1191 
Every finite field has k  elements for some prime p and positive integer k. 
Given a prime p and a positive integer k there exists a finite field with p  
elements. 
Two finite fields are isomorphic if and only if they have the same number 
of elements. 
The elements of the finite field of pk  elements are precisely the roots of 
XP - x over 7L. 
Notation 1.2.6. From now on F will denote a finite field of p   elements, for 
some prime p and positive integer k. 
We complete this subsection by identifying the ( additive  ) characters of F. 
Definition 1.2.7. We define the trace map Tk F —+ F by 
Tk(x) := x+x+x 2 + .. + x l . 
Lemma 1.2.8. With the definition above the following hold: 
Tk is 7L-linear; 
Tk(F) = ZP, 
Ker(Tk)I = k_1 
Proof. 	(i) To begin with we observe that for x 1 , x2 E F 
(x 1 + x2) = x +x , 
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simply by expanding using the binomial theorem. Thus we have 
Tk(xl +x2) = (x1 +x2)+(x1 +.x2)+ ...(x1 +x2)Pk_i 
= x1 + x2 + x+ x+ ... + xr 1 + 
= Tk(xl) + Tk(x2), 
and for a E 7Z we have 
Tk(axl) = ax 1 + (axi ) 1' + • - + ( ax i )"
k-i  






since aP = a for a e 7L. 
(ii) and (iii). We have 
Tk(x) E 7L == Tk(x) - Tk(x) = 0 
(see Theorem 1.2.5 (iv) ). We compute 
=x+x2 +...+x_(x+xP+...+xPi) 
=0 
using x' = x (Theorem 1.2.5 (iv) ). Hence Tk(x) E Z. Since Tk(F) C Z P 
we may write 
x1_ x = fl(Tk(x)—a) 
aEZ 
because there are p 1c  distinct roots of x' - x. For the same reason 
k-i —a 
	 (1.1) 
has pc_'distinct roots, hence Tk maps onto Z. 
Finally choosing a = 0 in the polynomial (1.1) shows that I Ker(Tk) = 
E 
Finally we compute the ( additive) characters of F. That is we think of F as 
a finite abelian group under addition (see Subsection 1.1.1 ). 
Proposition 1.2.9. (i) Let a E F. The function 
'ya (x) := e 	P 
is an (additive) character of F. Furthermore, all the (additive) characters 
of F are of this type. 
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(ii) F the set of additive characters of F is a finite field moreover F 	F. 
Proof. 	(i) The fact that 7a  is a character of F follows directly from the linearity 
of Tk.  To see that any additive character takes this format we argue, using 
Proposition 1.1.5, as follows. We know that IFI = IF, since F is a finite 
(additive) abelian group. If we can show that 
	
'ya(X) = 7a' (X) for all x E F 	a = a' 
then the above is a complete listing. 
Clearly a = a' implies 'Ya = 'Ya' Suppose that 'Ya = 'Ya' then we have 
Tk(ax) = Tk(a'x) for all x E F 
so that we have 
x(a - a') E Ker(Tk) for all x E F. 
If a - a' 0 0 then Ker(Tk ) = F, this is a contradiction since there are p k1 
elements in Ker(Tk ). Thus a = a'. 
(ii) We define the "product of two elements 'y e , 'Yb  E F to be 'Yab  and the "sum" 
to be 7a+b  With these definitions F is a field and by Theorem 1.2.5, since 
IF =F. 1, we have F F. 
1.3 Fourier analysis on F1 and F. 
1.3.1 Definitions and basic properties. 
Let n E N and F be finite field with char(F) > 3. Throughout this document 
we shall be working with the n dimensional vector space F over F and the dual 
space F over F (the n-fold product of F, see Lemma 1.1.2 ). Thus given 
a = (ai ,. . .,an )  e F1 the character associated to a, 'Ya : F" ---4 S 1 is 
7a(X)
- 
 e 	e 	" 
27 Tklx1) 2 .Tk(a2x2) 	2 .Tk(anfl) 
— •••e 
= e21niTk 1x1 + a m 
= e 	P 
where we have used the convenient notation 
ax:=a1 x 1 ++ax. 
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We equip Ftm with the counting measure dx, and F with the normalised 
counting measure dy. To define the Fourier transform fix .a character, that we 
denote e, not identically one. In the the present context Definition 1.1.7 takes 
the following form. 
Definition 1.3.1. For a function f : F —+ C we define the Fourier transform 
of f by 
f(y) := I n f(x)e(—x y)dx, EF 
and the inverse transform for a function g : F —+ C by 
gV(x) := fy 	g(y)e(x y)dy. E F 
We observe that in this setting the LP-norm (for p such that 1 <p < oc ) of 





If p = oo then 
= maxg(y). 
yEF 
The LP-norms for functions defined on F' are given by replacing the measure dy 
by the measure dx. 
For clarity we restate ( part of) Proposition 1.1.6 in this setting. 
Lemma 1.3.2. The sum of the ( additive ) characters of Ftm (or F 	is zero. 
We have all the usual inequalities and properties at our disposal. We list, 
without proof, those we shall use in the main text. 
(i) Hf 11L 2 (Fn) = 1IfHL2(F) (the Plancherel identity). 
(jj) Hf *91ILr 	fLPIlgLg for p,q,r such that 	= 	+ — 1, ( Young's 
convolution inequality). 
I I fgj1 < I I fLPIIgLq for p, q such that 1 ± = 1 ( Holder's inequality ). 
(f * g)= i 	(property of convolution under transform). 
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1. 3.2 LP I 	 inequalities in finite fields 
In the classical Euclidean setting harmonic analysts are frequently faced with 
producing LP —+ Lq bounds for linear ( or sub-linear) operators T. That is we 
look for bounds of the form 
TfL q (Rn) < CIIfMLP(Rn) 	 (1.2) 
for some p, q such that 1 <p, q < DO, n E N and with constant C independent of 
f e L'(TR). 
The operator T is often local in nature, for example given by integration 
against some compactly supported kernel, and so we may consider inequality 
(1.2) restricted to some compact subset of ]l. Hence we consider the inequality 
TfLqQ1]n 	CIIfIILP[o,l]n. 	 (1.3) 
We aim to view the LP and 11' integrals above as Riemann sums. To this end 
we shall assume that f and Tf are continuous on [0, l]. For N E N we divide 
the interval [0, 1] into the N intervals 
0 ,  1 ] 	[
I 
' L ' 	i 
i 21 	IN—i,1]. 	
(1.4) — ''L N 
Let PN  be the family of cubes ( contained in [0, i] ) given by the n-fold product 
of the intervals (1.4). To each v E PN we associate the point x E v whose co-
ordinates are given by the left-hand entries in the n-fold product of intervals that 
define v. Thus we write (1.3) as 
1 
	
1 	 q 
h 	
1— 
(N N Tf(x)) - ( N N '  if 
m <C lim 
VEPN 	 VEPN 
In particular for N E N we may consider the inequality 
Nn 
VEPN <c( 1 
— 	i f(x)) 
VEPN 
with C independent of N. In the context of finite fields IF1 plays the role of N 




:5 C 	if (Y) 1P) P IFIn 
yE F 
with C independent of IF, ( R here is some linear ( or sub-linear ) operator  ). 
Throughout this document we shall exclusively use, in the relevant context, 
the letter C to denote a constant independent of IF1. 
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1.3.3 Surfaces and surface measures. 
Definition 1.3.3. Given an arbitrary subset S C F we can define the normalised 




Notice that we have 
fy EF 
do, (y) = 
i[ 	
= 1. 
' 	 yEF ' 
For us the points of S will often satisfy some polynomial equation ( see example 
below ) so we shall often call S a "surface" and do, the normalised "surface 
measure". 
Example 1.3.4. Take the paraboloid in Fn i.e. 
S:={yEF:y=y+...+y_1 }, 
Since y is determined by the coordinates Yi, . . . Yn-i we have ISI = IF1n 1 . Hence 
IF I n 
dci := 	= IFIxs . 
If we were to consider the paraboloid in Rn then we would describe it as an 
ii - 1 dimensional hypersurface. In F, obseving that for S the paraboloid above 
we have ISI = IFI', we describe S as an n - 1 dimensional hypersurface in F. 
In this thesis the surfaces we consider are defined by polnomial equations and the 
cardinality of these surfaces take the form 
Fl" + lowerorderterms 
for some d e 	Thus we describe these surfaces as d-dimesional. 
We can also define surfaces parametrically. 
Definition 1.3.5. (i) Let k E N such that 1 < k < n - 1 and h F —+ F, 
be a polynomial map for i such that 1 <i < n. Define h: F —+ F.n by 
t —* (h, (t), . . . , h. (t)). 
We call the image of h denoted Im(h), the surface parametrised by h. 
(ii) Given a parameterised surface h, as in (i), we define the measure dci asso-
ciated to h by 
dci(y) = IT"XIm(h)(Y)I{X e F.k  I h(x) = y}I. 
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Remark 1.3.6. (i) One can easily check that for a parameterised surface 
fyEF. 
We call a parameterised surface k-dimensional if 
maxl{x E Fk  I h(x) = all <C 
aEF.71  
for a constant C independent of IF 
Finally we remark that Definition 1.3.5 is identical to Definition 1.3.3 if h 
is a one-to-one mapping. 
1.3.4 Interpolation theorems. 
We refer the reader to Chapters four and five of [2] or Chapter five of [22] for 
proofs of the following. 
Definition 1.3.7. Let N and M be finite sets with associated counting measures 
and v respectively. For p, q such that 1 < p < oo and 1 < q < oo let LP(M) 
and L(N) be the corresponding normed spaces of complex valued functions on 
M and N respectively. 
Theorem 1.3.8. (Riesz- Thorin) Let 1 < j q < oo for i = 1,2 and let T be a 
linear operator defined on functions on M and having values in the functions on 
N such that 
TflI L g o ( N ) < KOMfMLPO(M) 
and 	I I TfMLq 1 N) < K1fIILP 1 (M) . 
If 0 such that 0<0< 1 then we have 
TfLo(N) < K ° KflIfIILPo(M) 
where -1-=(i-0)t+0--  and -2-=(1—O)-+0-Pe 	 PO 	Pi 
Definition 1.3.9. (i) We say a linear operator T, defined on the functions on 
M and taking values in the functions on N, is of weak-type (p, q) for p, q 
such that 1 <p < oo and 1 < q < oo if there exists a positive constant A p ,q 
independent of f e LP(M) such that for ) e we have 
IflILp(M) ) q 
e v({y N: Tf(y)I > }) 	A p , q ( 	 . 	 ( 1.5) 
We call the least A p,q for which (1.5) holds the weak-type (p,q) norm of T. 
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(ii) We say a linear operator T is of restricted weak-type (p, q) if for all /-L -
measurable subsets E of M (1.5) holds with f replaced by XE 
Theorem 1.3.10. (Marcinkiewicz) 
Let 1 < Po <P1 < oo and 1 < q0 , q1 < 00 with q0 q and pi < qi . For 0 
such that 0 <0 < 1 define p and q by 
1 
= 	+ 	and 	= 	+ 
1-0 0 1 1-0 0 
- — - — 
P P0 	Pi q q0 	q1 
Let T be a linear operator defined on functions on M such that T is of 
restricted weak-type (PO,  qo) with norm K 0 and of restricted weak-type (p i , qi ) 
with norm K 1 , then we have 
Tf LI(N) :!~ 
B max(K o , K1 ) 
0(1 - 0) 	
MfMLP(M). 
Here B depends only on p, qo,pi, qi and p. 
We can include the case Pi = oo in the statement of (i) if we replace the 
condition restricted weak-type (p1, qi) by the "strong-type" inequality 
< Kfoo. 
1.4 Gauss sums and character sum estimates. 
The first part of this section is devoted to the Legendre symbol. In the second 
part we state some results of the work of A. Weil [24], Carlitz and Uchiyama 
[4] and P. Deligne [8] on character sum estimates and give an overview of their 
applications to decay estimates for Fourier transforms. Gaussian sums and the 
Legendre symbol are found throughout the literature. We refer the reader to [16], 
[12] for example. Throughout this section F is a finite field with char(F) ~! 3. 
1.4.1 Gaussian sums and the Legendre symbol. 
We begin this section with the finite field analogue of positive ( square  ) and 
negative ( non-square  ) numbers. 
Definition 1.4.1. (i) A non-zero element a e F is called a square if and only 
if x2 - a splits over F. 
(ii) A non-zero element of F is non-square if and only if it is not square. 
We denote by Q the set of square elements and by Q' the set of non-square 
elements. 
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Definition 1.4.2. (i) We define the Legendre symbol as a mapping L : F —* 
{O, ±11 c Z by 
	
1 	ifxeQ 
L(x) = 	0 ifx=0 
—1 ifxeQ' 
(ii) For x E F\{0} we define the Gauss sum at x by 
G(x) = 	e(k 2 x). 
kEF 
Proposition 1.4.3. Let F be a finite field with char(F) > 2. With the notation 
defined above we have 
The product of a square and a square is a square. 
The product of a non-square and a square is a non-square. 
The product of a non-square and a non-square is a square. 
 L(xy) = L(x)L(y). 
 IQI=lQ'I=!. 
 For x 	0, IG(x)I = FI. 
 L(y)=G(y) for y 0 . 
 If y 	0 then G(y) = L(y)G(1). 
 —1 E 	= C(1) = ±IF. 
 —1 E Q' = G(1) = ±iF. 
Proof. 	(i) Let a, b e Q and c e Q'. Since a, b E Q there exist elements a, b E 
F\{O} such that (a) 2 = a and ()2 = b. Now ab = (a) 2 () 2 = (ã)2 so 
ab E Q. 
Next suppose that ac E Q then there exists a u E F\{0} such that u2 = ac. 
Then 
u2 =ac 	u2 =(ã)2 c 	() 2 = c 	cEQ. 
A contradiction, hence ac E Q'. For the final assertion we first notice that 
since the map 0 : F\{0} —~ Q given by x '-+ x2 is precisely two-to-one we 
have I Fl - 1 = 21Q1. From this and the fact that Q fl Q' = 0 we deduce the 
inequalities 
IQI = IQ'I = Fl — i 
In 
To show that the product of two non-squares is a square consider the map-
ping 'A F\{O} -+ F\{O} for some c e Q' defined by '(x) = cx. This is a 
permutation of F\{O} and since e Q for x e Q we must have 'O(x) E Q 
for x E Q'. 
This follows directly from (i). 
See the proof of (i). 
For x 0 we have 
IG(x)1 2 = G(x)G(x) 
	
= 	e (k 2 x)e(h2 x) 
kEF 	hEF 
= 	e(x(k+h)(k - h)) 
kEF hEF 
E= 	E e(x(2k - u)u) 	using u=k—h 
kEF uEF 
=E e(_xu2)e(x2uk) + Fl 
kEF 
=IFL 
Here we have used that the last sum in k is a sum over all the additive 
characters ( see Lemma 1.3.2 ). 
Lemma 1.3.2 gives us the equality 
e(—xy) + 1 + E e(—xy) = 0. 
xEQ 	 xEQ' 
Thus, we have 
L(y) = 	e(—xy)L(x) 
XEF 
=E e(—xy) - i: e(—xy) 
xEQ 	 xEQ' 
=E e(—xy) + 1 + E e(—xy) 
xEQ 	 XEQ 




Using part (v) above we have, for y 0 0, 





and (viii) Using part (vi) from the chain of equalities 
Fl = G(1)1 2  = G(1)G(-1) = L(-1)(G(1)) 2 
we deduce the equality L(—l)IFI = (G(1)) 2 . Whence we have 
if - 1 E Q then L(-1) = 1 so G(1) = ±lFl  12 
if - 1 e Q' • then L(-1) = —1 so G(1) = 
El 
1.4.2 Character sum estimates and the Fourier transform. 
A common feature in modern Euclidean harmonic analysis is a computation of a 
decay estimate for the Fourier transform of some surface measure. Usually the 
curvature of the surface plays a critical role in such estimates, see for example 
Stein [21] Chapter 10, for a discussion of the Euclidean case. 
In the finite field setting when we apply the Fourier transform to some problem 
we are forced to make the resulting "oscillatory integral estimate" or a character 
sum estimate. We present a collection of examples based on the character sum 
estimates of A. Weil [24] and Carlitz and Uchiyama [4]. The character sum 
estimates of Weil were an element in his solution to the Riemann hypothesis for 
finite fields. 
Theorem 1.4.4. [24], [4] Let p : F -+ F be a polynomial of degree d. If 
(char(F), d)=1 or more generally if p does not take the form gchar(F) - g + a, for 
some a e F then 
<(d — 1)JF 
teF, 
The following is a class of examples to which we can apply the above theorem. 
Example 1.4.5. Let qjj : F -+ F be a polynomial for i such that 1 <i < n—k 
and j such that 1 < j < k, where deg(q)>deg(q i )~! 2. Let p: F -* F,,n be 
given by 
P(t) = (t 1 ,. . . tk, qii(ti) + .. . + qlk(tk), q21 (t1) + ... + q2k(tk), 
.... q_k1(t1)+ ... +qfl_kk(tk)) 
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Proposition 1.4.6. The measure associated to the polynomial map p of Theorem 
1.4.4 satisfies, for x 	0, 
daV(x ) I < (d - 1)FI 	 (1.6) 
if char (F) > d = deg (p). 
Proof. The inverse Fourier transform of do, is 
(do, ) "(x) =  
FIk 	
e(x . p(t)), 
tEF 
where we have used the notation 
X p(t) = x1 t 1 + xk+lqll(tl) + . + xq_ 1(t1) 
+... 
+... 
+ Xktk + xk+lqlk(tk) + . . . + 	k(tk). 
So we may write 
(da)(x) = ft JFJ E e(xt + xk+lqjm (tm ) + 	+ 	m (tm )). 
M=1 	tmEF. 
Since x 54 0, if Xk+1 = 	= 0 then there exists at least one Xm 0 (m such 
that 1 < rn < k ), so we have at least one sum over all the characters, which is 
zero. If one ( or more) of Xk+1,. . . , x, is non-zero then we apply Theorem 1.4.4 
to give 
k 
(da)V(x) <fJ 	d— 1)F = (d— 1)FI. 
M=1 
Observe that by construction, Im(p), lies in no affine subspace of F. If IM(p) 
does lie in an affine subspace then for some x 0 $ 0, x0 p(t) = c, some c in F, 
for all t e F, hence (da)"(xo ) = 1. 
One might hope to construct more sophisticated examples by using Deligne's 
[8] k-dimensional version of Weil's theorem. 
Theorem 1.4.7. Let p : F -p F, be a polynomial of degree d. Suppose that 
(Char(F),d)=1 and that if p  is the part of p which is homogeneous of degree d 
and that 1p (d) = 0} defines a non-singular hypersurface in ]pkl  over F. Then 
we have 
< (d— 1) k IFIE 
tEF 
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However, in practice it is not easy to use this result to obtain estimates of the 
form (1.6). We interpret the phrase 'non-singular hypersurface in lP'" to mean 
the partial derivatives of p ( d)  p),. . . , have no common projective zero in 
any algebraic extension of F. In the proof of Theorem 1.4.7 one considers the 
zeta function of the hypersurface p (d) = 0, defined by 
I:oo Z(t):=e 3=1 
where N3 is the number of zeros of p (dl)  in pk_l(F3),  with F3 the finite field of 
IFIS elements. Dwork in [11] showed that Z(t) is a rational function and takes 
the form 
t 
- (1— t)(i - Ft) . . . (1 
with P(t) = (1 - al t) (1 - a2 t) ... (1 - am t) a polymomial with integer coefficients 
and of degree d 1 [(d - 1)' + (-1)'(d - 1)]. In [8] Deligne showed that Ja i l = 
I from which one can deduce Theorem 1.4.7. We refer the reader to [8], 
[11], [16]. 
1.5 Some algebraic geometry and Newton's iden-
tities. 
Suppose that char (F) > 3. Given n E N and x 1 ,.. . , Xn E F consider the degree 
n polynomial 
f(x) = (x — xl)(x — x2) ... (x — x fl ) 
= Xn- 81X M-1 + 	- 	+ (-1)'s 1 x + (-1)s 
where we have used the notation 
Sm := 	 Xj m for m such that 1 <m < n. 
1<il< ... <Zm<fl 
Newton's identities define a relationship between the symmetric polynomials 8m, 
and the symmetric polynomials p  defined by 
p := x + + x for m such that 1 <m < n. 
The identities are 
p1 —s 1 =0 
p2 —p 1 8 1 +282 =0 
m = 3 : p3 - p2 s 1  + P1 82 - 3s 3 = 0 
m = 4: p - p3 s 1 + P282 - pi s3 + 4s4 = 0 
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and in general we have 
rn—i 
pm + 	(l)pm_iSi + ( 1) m ms m = 0 for m such that 1 <m < n. 
For ri, > m there are also the identities 
Pm + 	( 1)pm _iSi = 0. 
However, in what follows, we shall require only those for m < n, and so do not 
consider the n > m case further. 
We give a most pleasing proof of the identities due to Mead [17] 
Proof. The intention is to represent a symmetric polynomial by an integer se-
quence in the following way. Let a i E N for i such that 1 <i <n with a 1 < a. 
we define 
	
al a 	a a1 , . . . , an) 	
;1 
x2 
where the sum is taken over all permutations (i1,.. . , i,) of the set 11,. . . , n} that 
give distinct terms. 
Example 1.5.1. Suppose n = 3 then we have 
(1, 1,0) = XiX2 + XiX3 + X2X3. 
The notation is modified so that if at+i = 	an  = 0 for some t such that 
1 < t < n then we write (a 1 ,... ,at, at+i,... ) a) as (a i ,. . . at). In the example 
above (1, 1,0) will be written as (1, 1). 
In this new notation we can make the identifications 
8rn Q , 1 and prn =(m). 
Newton's identities then take the form 
M =1: (1)—(1)=0 
(2)—(1)(1)+2(1,1)=0 
(3)— (2)(1)+(1)(1,1) —3(1,1,1) =0 
(4) - (3)(1) + (2)(1, 1) - (1)(1, 1,1) + 4(1,1,1,1) = 0 
and in general we have 
rn-i 
(m) + 	(-1)(rn - i)() + (_l) mmQl =0 
i=1 	 i 	 m 
for m such that 1< m< n. 
As an example we prove the case m = 2. 
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Example 1.5.2. We have 
(1)(1) = 2(1,1) + (2). 
The coefficient 2 of (1,1) has appeared since there are exactly two ways of con-
structing xx 3 from the product (x 1 + 	X') (X I + . + x,). 
In general to prove the mth Newton identity for m such that 3 < m < n 
observe that we may write 
(m-1,1)=(m)+(m-1,1) 
(m - 2)(1, 1) = (m - 1, 1) + (m - 2, 1,1) 
(m - 3)(1, 1,1) = (m —2,1,1) + (m —3,1,1,1) 
rn-i 	 rn-2 	 i 
for i such thatl < i < m - 2. The last equation is 
(2,) + mQ,l. 
rn-i 	 m-2 	 rn 
The coefficient m arises because there are m terms of the form 
x il .. . xi_lxi+l 	Xi 
in 	for some j. The right-hand side of equation i has the term 
rn-i 
(m—i,,1 
and this term occurs again in equation i + 1. If we multiply the ith equation by 
(—l)i_1 and then add all the equations together these terms will cancel, what's 
left is Newton's mth identity. 	 El 
We require Newton's identities to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.5.3. Let d, m, n E N with m such that 1 < m < n. Suppose that 
char(F) > n and that p)  is the polynomial 
PM := xr + xr + . + dm 
Let a = (ai ,. . . ,a,) e Fn then system of equations 
Pd) = am form such that 1 < m< n 
has at most dan! solutions in F,. 
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Proof. If we swap x i for xq in Newton's identities then we have the new identities 
rn-i 
PM +E(-1 ) iPM—j  + (_1)mms) = o. 	(1.7) 
Here we have used the notation 
s:= 
i<il<<Zm <fl 
We can write (1.7) in the matrix form 
—1 0 (d) 
(d) 2 	0 
s 





2 P2  




If P is the matrix described above then we have 
= — 	
0 
n! if n 2 (mod 4) } 
det(P) { n! if n 0 (mod 4) 
since char(F) > n. Thus P is invertible and we have 
/ 	(d)' 	 / 	(d) 
(d) 	 (d)) 
IS1 	\ (P1 
	
Sn J \Pn 
If p = am for each m then s are uniquely determined and so since 
f(x) = (x - X1 
d) 
	- x) .. . ( - x) 
= 3; 	
(d) rn-i 	(d) m-2 - 	
+ (— l), ) —S 1 X 	-i- S2X 
we have 4 = ui for some ui E F ( i such that 1 <i <n). This equation has at 
most d solutions in F, and because we can choose the ui in any order there are 
at most d'2 m! solutions. 	 LI 
1.6 Thesis overview 
In this thesis we study some problems of Euclidean Harmonic Analysis when 
the Euclidean structure is replaced by that of a vector space over a finite field. 
This approach has been considered before; in [25] Wolff suggested the finite field 
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analogue of the Kakeya conjecture, more recently, Tao and Mockenhaupt ( in 
[18]) began work on the analogue of the restriction conjecture, and in [3] Carbery, 
Stones and Wright study the analogues of averaging type-operators. 
In what follows we look at both translation invariant and non-translation 
invariant operators. In the translation invariant case we study maximal aver-
ages associated to dilations of quadric surfaces and convolution operators for 
k-dimensional surfaces. In the non-translation invariant case we study k-plane 
Radon transforms and a generalisation of this that we call the (1, k)-plane Radon 
transform. We now briefly describe the contents of the thesis. 
In the first section of Chapter Two we describe the maximal theorem of Car-
bery, Stones and Wright (in [3] ) that relies on the character sum estimate of A. 
Weil ( Theorem 1.4.4 ). The remaining sections are devoted to the proof of the 
maximal theorem for dilations of quadric surfaces. Central to the proof of this 
theorem is Proposition 2.2.7 that replaces the character sum estimate of A. Weil, 
that we are unable to apply in this context. 
In Chapter Three we study the problem of convolution with k-dimensional 
polynomial surfaces. The main Theorem of this chapter is Theorem 3.1.8. Here 
we employ the counting method of Christ ( as in [6] ) (that avoids the character 
sum estimate of A. Weil, Theorem 1.4.4) to obtain restricted weak-type estimates 
for convolution with a k-dimensional polynomial surfaces. However, as one might 
expect, Christ's method leads us to difficult algebraic-geometric problems. 
In Chapter Four we study the k-plane Radon transform and a generalisation of 
this, that we call the (l, k)-plane Radon transform. The k-plane Radon transform 
is an operator that maps functions defined on F to functions defined on the 
set of k-planes in F. The generalisation, the (1, k)-plane Radon transform is an 
operator that maps functions defined on the set of k-planes in 
F" 
to functions 
defined on the set of 1-planes of F, where we take I > k. The main theorem of 
this chapter is Theorem 4.2.5. Part (a) of this theorem is the solution to the k-
plane Radon transform problem for finite fields. In part (b) we prove the bound 
for the (n - 1, k)-plane Radon transform. In the later sections we discuss the 
(l, k)-Radon transform for other choices of k and I. In particular we prove the 




Throughout this chapter we take F to be a finite field with char(F) > 2. 
2.1 Maximal functions associated to polynomial 
maps. 
2.1.1 Definition. 
Definition 2.1.1. Let k, ii E N with k < n. Let P = {h8 } E A be a family 
of polynomials, for some indexing set A, where h3 F -* F. To each h3 
we associate the corresponding normalised measure, denoted here by da3 ( see 
Subsection 1.3.3 ). For f E L(F) the maximal operator associated to the 
family P is given by 
(Mpf)(y) = sup I f * da8(y)l 
SEA 
2.1.2 An LP bound for M. 
We wish to determine those p such that 1 <p < oo for which we have 
MPfIILP(Fn) < C (2.1) 
with C independent of IF1. Let us suppose that Im(h5)l -- IFI " , for each s and 
that I USE AIm(hS) F. If we take 
1 1 ify=O 
f(y) = 	 0 	else 
then we have 
118011LP(F) = (--: I 80(Y)IP) = 
yEF 
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On the other hand bounding convolution with J 0 from below we have 
60 du,( ' ) > 	 lF 
	 C 
— IFI' :ii: 	— W) fXIrn(h s )(W) = jpXIm(h s )(Y). 
WE 
So that we have 
sup 15o  * do-sIILP(Ffl) 
SEA 
1 
~ (i* 	IFkpX{U31m(h3)})) p yE F 





So we require 
~ 	
. One may think of the index 'r' as measuring the "number 
of parameters" in A : if Im(h5)I 	F Ik  for each s and the distinct Im(h 8 ) 
are essentially disjoint, then U 	 Our assumption then 
corresponds to J A 	JFJ'. We present the maximal theorem of Carbery, Stones 
and Wright, seen in [3]. 
Theorem 2.1.2. [3] Let 1 < k < n, d > 2 and char(F) > d. Let A be an 
indexing set satisfying JAI < KIF. For s e A suppose h 5 : F - Fn is a 
polynomial of degree d such that condition (1.6) of Proposition 1.4.6 holds for all 
s and such that I USE AIm(hS) 1 < KF' for some i < r. If r < k, then 
IVIpfl 2 - r+k 	< C 	2-r+k 
L ,—r+k  (F,) 	 L r—r+k (Fr) 
where C does not depend on IF I . 
Proof. First we decompose da5 into a large piece, and a small piece that we denote 
k5 . 
FJ (da5)v(x) 
= 	pxIrn(h3)(Y)Ru E F h(u) = y}e(—x. y) 
yE F 
K5(x)x{X0o}(x) + 80 (x) 
so that da5  = K5 + 1. This decomposition allows us to reduce the inequality to 
an LP estimate for f '—+ sup I K5 * f I since we have 
sup I f*das lM L p( Fn) :!~ MfMLP(F) ± 11 SUP lKs*fllILp(Fn). 
SEA 	 SEA 
When r < k, we have 1 < 	2, and we obtain the desired estimate by 
interpolation between the p = 1 and p = 2. estimates 
p = 1 For each s and y 
Iks (y )I = da5(y) - ii 
< IFI 	h'(y) +1 
< MIFIfl_ k XU 3 Im (h$ )(y) + 1 
	
(2.2) 
where M = SUPSEA SUPYEFfl I h;' (y) I. It then follows that 
J sup IkS (y )Idy < 1+MIF 	U 1m(hs). SEA 	 SEA 
Thus, we have 
sup If* kSHI 	f* SUP IkSIILl(Ffl) 
SEA 	 SEA 




[I+ MKlFIn]IIfl L 1 (Ffl ) . 	 (2.3) 




SEA 	 SEA 
= 
 




(T llfKslIL2(Fn) ) 
SEA 
= ( J(x)121K3(x)12) SEA xEF 
~ If IIL2(F) sup (K8 (x)l 2 ) 	(2.4) 
xEF' SEA 
- 1)kIFI /2IAI IfIIL2(F) 
<(d - 1)kK FI9 II! IIL2F. 	 (2.5) 
Interpolation of the p = 1 case with the p = 2 case via Theorem 1.3.8 (the 
Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem) gives the bound 
ii sup f * kSIIILP(F) 	(1 + MKIFI) 2 	((d - l)kK IFI) 	
P) 
 If lILP(F 
SEA 
To finish off notice that the powers of I FI cancel when p = 	 LI 
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The following proposition shows that the condition r < k of Theorem 2.1.2 is, 
for appropriate choices of h 5 , a necessary condition. 
Proposition 2.1.3. Let h : F —+ F.1 be a polynomial map whose image is a 
k-dimensional surface in - Fn. If for each s e Fr = A, we define h 5 := h + 
(si). .. , Sr) O,. . . ,O) then there is the necessary condition k > T. 
Proof. For  e F 	let E 	(0, . . . , 0, V n_r ,.. . , v)-1m(h) and E = UV EF_D E. 
-r 
Now El  lF 1c so that lXEllLP(F) < F 
k 
 . Now for any fixed y E Fn we 
claim that 
Ii 
sup 	XE(W)XIrn(h 3 )(Y — w) > C 
sEF I lFlk w E F.n  
for a constant C independent of IF1. This follows if there exists an s E F.r such 
that 
( — Im(h s )) fl El > CIF 1k. 
Since Im(h 3 ) = (s i ,.. . , S r , 0,. . . , 0) + Im(h) we choose (Si,. . . , 	= (Yi,. . . , Yr) 
then 
( — Im(h s )) fl El = I 	. . , 0 7 Y+i, .. . , y) - Im(h)) nEI  
> 
since E is the union of the sets (0,1 . . , 0 ) Yr+i,• . . , y)—Im(h) (over (yr+i,. . . , Yn) E 
FT). So MPXEIILP(FTh) > C and then we must have 1 < lFl
k-r
i.e. k > r. Li 
Remark 2.1.4. The set E in the construction above bears the hallmarks of a 
"curved" Kakeya set, being the union of translations of Im(h). 
2.2 Maximal functions for quadric surfaces. 
2.2.1 Counting points on quadrics 
In this subsection we give details of the number of points on some types of 
quadratic surfaces. Proofs of the theorems of this subsection are in Appendix 
A. The literature on quadrics is extensive, we refer the reader to [14]. or [20] for 
example. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let n > 2 and a1 ,. . . , a, 6 E F\{ 0 }. We shall call a subset 
S C F a quadric surface if 
S={yEFjaiy+...+ay=E}. 
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We can use the results of Section 1.4, in particular Proposition 1.4.3 to com-
pute IS. To do so, we first divide the equation of S through by E 0 0 and then 
make the change of variables 
 (ai)  2 
yi=& for 	 eQ. 
For the variables with coefficients ? e Q' we fix some a E Q' so that a E Q, 





Now by relabelling the variables if necessary we may assume, without loss .of 
generality, that the equation of S is 
ay2+ 	Y 
	
for some 0 <d < n. 
 i=d+1 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let S be as described above with d the number of non-square 
coefficients and n the dimension of the ambient space. If —1 E Q then 
IFI 1 + IF1 
n 
 2 if n 	0 mod 2 and d 	1 mod 2 
- 
IFI'—FI if n 0 mod 2 and d 0 mod 2 
1SI- 
F'+IF ifn1 mod 2 and d0 mod 2 
- FI if 	1 mod 2 and d 	1 mod  
and if —1 E Q' then 
F'-i-IFP ifn0mod4,d1mod2; n2mod4,d0mod2 
- F'—FP ifn0mod4,d0mod2; n2mod4,d1mod2 
- F'+IF ifn 1 mod4,dE Omod2; 	n3mod4,d 1 mod2 
FI' —F ifrt1mod4,dE lmod2; 	n3mod4,d0mod2 
In the second of our theorems we consider equations of the form 
a1 y+•••ay=0 
where we have a 1 , 	an  E F\{0}. Making a change of variables similar to that 
detailed above the problem reduces to calculating the number of points in F 
satisfying the equation 
d such that 0dn 	( 2.6) 
for some a e Q. 
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Theorem 2.2.3. [20] With the defined notation 
If —1 E Q then the number of points satisfying (2.6) is 
( IFI' 	 ifn1 mod 2 
JFI -  IFI + IF 1 if n 0 mod 2 and d 1 mod 2 
( 	 ifn0 mod 2 and d0 mod 2 
If —1 E Q' then the number of points satisfying (2.6) is 
IFI n-1 	 ifn1 mod 2 
F'-IFI+IFI 	ifn2 mod 4 and d0 mod 2 
or if 	0 mod 4 and d 1 mod 2 
FI - '+lFI - IFI 	ifn0 mod 4 and d0 mod 2 
or if n 2 mod 4 and d 1 mod 2 
2.2.2 Statement of main theorem. 
Definition 2.2.4. Let n> 2 and S be a "quadric" surface as defined in Section 
2.2.1. Denote the dilation of S by t E F\{0} as St = {ty : y E S}, and 
the corresponding normalised measure by dat . We define the maximal operator, 
associated to the family of surfaces, S = {S}o by 
(Msf)(i) = sup I f * dcy 
t54o 
for f E LP (F.- ). 
Theorem 2.2.5. With the notation as defined above we have 
n 
IMsflLP(F 	C I I fMLP(F 	P  
for a constant C independent of I FI. 
The necessary part of the theorem requires the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2.6. With the notation defined there exist constants C 1 and C2 , inde-
pendent of IFI, such that 
	
FVC1< 	U Stj :!~  
tE F, \ {O} 
Proof. The right-hand inequality is trivial with C2 = 1. For the left-hand in-
equality observe that the equation of St  may be written as 
Cely 2 	 2 	
1 
for cei E F\{0}. Hence y E St 4==> y e S_t and so 
= (l 	')isi ~ lFllSl ~ jlF1' U St 	 . 
tE F. \ {O} 
since 	 SI < 21Fl4. So the left-hand inequality holds with C 1 = 
12 
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We noted in the above proof that IFI' < 181 < 2IFl1. This combined 
with the statement of Lemma 2.2.6 and the argument given at the start of Section 
2.1.2 gives us the necessary conditionm 1 
Critical to the proof of Theorem 2.1.2 was the character sum estimate for 
1K5(x)l ( that we use on line (2.4) ). In the context of quadric surfaces we 
do not have this estimate available to us because one struggles to write down a 
parametrisation of the quadric to apply the theorem of A. Weil (Theorem 1.4.4 in 
the Introduction ). In place of the character sum estimate we have the following. 
Proposition 2.2.7. Let S be as in Theorem 2.2.5 then we have 
sup IFI 	 - IsI 2 <ClFI. 	(2.7) 
xOO 	uEF. YES 
for a constant C independent of I FI. 
At a glance this statement seems unremarkable. However, it should be noted 
that the term >UEF* I EYES 6u (X . y) 2 must be computed exactly to obtain the 
necessary cancellation with the cross term of 181 2 . We prove Proposition 2.2.7 in 
the next subsection, now we give a proof of Theorem 2.2.5 
Proof. If we use the framework set up in proof of Theorem 2.1.2 then, for the 
p = 2 bound, we need to show that 
C 
i 	I K t (X)  12 
-  
t F, \ {O} 	
lFl2 
This is from the line labelled (2.4) with A = F\{O} (the parameter set ). The 
left-hand side of (2.8) written out in full is 
I 1 	 2 
Iire(xty)-6o(x)I 
to0H 	YES 	 I 
(2.9) 
Now if x = 0 then (2.9) is zero and (2.8) holds. If x =A 0 then we write 
- e(xt.y)= 
-- 
	(IF16. (x - (y — y' )) 
—1 ) 
t$o I I YES 	 y ,y 'ES 




~ C 	C1J 	C 2 = IF2 
where in the last two lines we have used Proposition 2.2.7 and that 1 1F1'' 
181 < 2 IFI'. 
(2.8) 
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For the p = 1 bound we replace the bound on I ks (y) I ( on line (2.2) ) with 
the bound 
kt (y ) IlFl 	I = - 
isti 
<ClFIxs (y) + 1 
• CIFxu (y) + 1 
for a constant C independent of IFI. This gives us the bound 
II sup  If * KtIIIL 1 (Ffl) < [1+ CKIFI} Ilf IIL'(F). 
tE F, \ {O} 
We interpolate this with the p = 2 bound via the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem 
( Theorem 1.3.8 ) to give 
11 SUP If * KtIlILP(F) 	(1 + CKIFI) 2 _ (CIFI-
) 2(1-p 
 I1! lILP(F). 
tE F, \ {O} 
To finish off we observe that the powers of IF1 cancel when p = 
2.3 Proof of Proposition 2.2.7 
The proof of this proposition breaks down into several cases. In the first subsec-
tion we establish a change of variables and then use this change of variables, in the 
second subsection, to identify several equations that correspond to the quantity 
8u (Xy) 
YES 
for fixed u, x E F ( with x =A 0 ). In the later subsections we use these equations 
to prove Proposition 2.2.7. 
2.3.1 Two changes of variables 
The following notation will prove useful in what follows. 
Notation 2.3.1. Let r, m e N. 
(i) For r > 1, given the r-tuple 	= (i3,.. . , 13r) E F we denote the r x r 
diagonal matrix 
01 0 ... 0 
0 . . 
0 ... 0 /3r 
by Dr(0) 
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formed by placing k, A matrices on the diagonal by A. 
Definition 2.3.2. Fix 61,. . .,6,u, r,i E F, with ij 0 0 and let m E N. We 
define recursively the quantities Pi and A2 for i > 1 by the following algorithm. 
To start we set A 1 = ij. To define 01 choose 63 for some j such that 1 <j < m 
so that we have 63 + A 1 0 0 (if no such 83 exists then set 01 = ... (3m = 0 and 
define no further A2 ). Relabel the Ji so that 63 is 6 and set 
/31=61+i1 	and A2=-1 
At the ith stage we have defined 01,. . , /9i-i and A 1 ,. . . , A2 and have a sequence of 
elements of F, 8,. . 6m•  To define Oi we choose Jj for some j such that i < j < m 
and such that A + 6j =A 0 if there is no such öj  then set Oi = = 0m  = 0 and 
define no further A2 terms ). Relabel 6j so that 83 is 6i and set 
= 6 + A and A+1 
= 77J, . Ji 
We repeat this process until either we have exhausted the sequence of 6's or 
found some  such that 0< r < m for which fir,... ,flr 0 and 0,+ 1 , . . , 13m = 0. 
Lemma 2.3.3. Using the notation just described there exists a linear invertible 
change of variables on F such that the quadratic equation 
11 	 y - 277u(yi + .. . y) = 1 - 7u2 	(2.10) 
1] 
77 	•.. 	17 	?7+6m  
takes one of the two forms 
0 	... 	0 
(a) y T 	 y=1-77u 
0 
0 ... 	0 	[3m 
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(b) For some r such that 0 <r <m 
	
)31 	0 	0 
o 132 
0 Orxr 	- 2Ar+i ( r+i + . . m) = 1 - Ar+ 1U2 
o 	o or 
°rxr 	Ar 
where A. is the (m - r) x (m - r) matrix 
0 	Ar+i 	Ar+i 
A + 1 	0 
A 1 
Ar+i 	Ar+i 	0 
The variables k  and Yk  are related by 
Yk 
= { 
Yk + okk(+1  + +ym —u) 	if k <r 
Yk 	 zfk>r 
Lemma 2.3.4. Let char(F)= p> 2, m E N such that m > 2 and a, b E No such 
that 'in = ap + b with 0 < b < p - 1. We shall make the standard identification 
between elements of N o and those of 7/ C F. Define the quantities 8k, Fk, Lk for 
k a non-negative integer, and the family of matrices Br for 2 < r <p as follows. 
Sk = 	fork such that 0< k <p - 2 
Fk =—" 	fork such that 0 < k <p - 2 




10 	0... 	0 
0-10... 0 
and Br = 0 0 —s 0 	 for r such that 3 <r <p 
0 
0 	0 	... 	0 	8r_3 
The quadratic polynomial of rn-variables (yi,. , y) = yT 
01 	...1 
Qm(y) := — Y 	 Y - u(y i + .. + Ym) 	(2.11) 2 : 
1•• 	10 
can be written as 
CO 
if.b = 0 
(a) 	 I 




B 	o apXap 
) - 
u2 (Fb_2 + 1) if 2 < b < - 1 
\ °apxap Bb J 
The variables Yk  and Yk  are related in the following way. Suppose that k 0 mod p 
then 
1 	1 
Yk=Yk+Yk+1+Yk+2++Y m U 
1 	1 
Yk+1 = — Yk - Yk+1 
Yk+v = Yk+v + 
1
(Yk+v+1 + + Ym - u) for v such that 2 <v <p- 
2 
	1. 
If b = 1 then we take m = Yrn 
The proofs of Lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 are given in Section 2.4, the last section 
of this chapter. In the remainder of this section we press on with the proof of 
Proposition 2.2.7. 
2.3.2 Application of Lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 
All the work to be done in proving Proposition 2.2.7 is in the evaluation of the 
sum 
8u (Xy) = 	e F.' : x1 y 1 + . . 	 = u and  E S}I 	(2.12) 
YES 
for some fixed x e F\{0} and u E F. Now the equation of S is 
for a, e e F\{0}.  Since E 	0 we may assume that e = 1 (if not just divide 
through by E ).  If we fix x = (x 1 ,. . . x) E F not equal to zero then there exists 
an 1 
( 
with 0 <1 <n 
) 
such that 
Xai ,Xa2 ,...,Xaj O and Xb1 = Xb 2 	Xb1 = 0. 
We would like to know how many points in F.n satisfy both 
Xa i Ya i + 	+ --ai 	= u and aaiYa2 i  + .. + cajya + C4 1  Yb 1  + . ab_,yb 	= 1. 
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By relabelling the variables (if necessary ) we assume, without loss of generality, 
that x 1 ,. . . 	$ 0, x11 = 	= 0 and if we make the change of variables 
= xiyi for i such that 1 < j < 1 then the quantity in (2.12) is equal to the 
number of points in F' satisfying both 
Ce l 2 	 2 	 2 
X 2 91 1 ++=u and —++--y1  +al+lyj+i++cny— l. xl 
Making the substitution 91 = u - ( + 	+ 	into the second equation and 
relabelling the coefficients as 
a l 
=, 	1 =fori:1<i<1-1, 	+i=ö  for i:1<in-1  (2.13) x l 	x +l 




- 2iu(y 1 + 	+ yj) + öjy? +... + 8'y 	= 1 - u2 . 	( 2.14) 
We make one final rearrangement of the variables y j for i such that 1 < i < 1 - 1 
so that the corresponding 6 i are ordered according to the algorithm of Definition 
2.3.2 (with m = 1-1). Taking m = 1— 1 in Lemma 2.3.3 we identify the following 
three cases. 
I : If r = 1 - 1 then we have 
+ 	+ 	+ ö i y 	= 1 - A, 'Y2 	(2.15) 
II: If r = 1 - 2 then we have 
T 
 ( 
D1 _ 2 () 0(1_2)xl ) + öjy? +. . +6_y_ = 1—Al  0 	
—2uAj_iyj_1. 
(2.16) 




) - 2uAr+i (yr+i + 	+ Yi-i)  + 6 y
2  + 
\ 0(1_1_r)x r 	A r  
	
+ 5y_ 1 = 1 - Ar+1U2 . 	( 2.17) 
The parameter r here is defined in Lemma 2.3.3 as is the matrix A r . Using 
Lemma 2.3.4, with m = 1 - r - 1 = ap + b, we further reduce (2.17) to one of the 
following three. 
III i :Ifb=0,(r=l—ap—i) then wehave 
T D()3) 	°rxap 	\ 
	
Oapxr 2Ar+iL ) + 
	+ 	+ 	= 1 - Ar+1U2 . (2.18) 
1112 : Ifb= 1, (r =l—ap-2) then we have 
/ Dr (0) 	°rxap 	 \ 
T 
 ( O(ap+1)xr 2Ar+iL O(r+ap)xl J Y + IY? + 	+ n—iY—i 
Olx(ap+1) 	0 	1 
= 1 - Ar+iU + 2Ar+iUYi_1. 
(2.19) 
1113 : 1f2 <b <p— i, (r=1—ap—b—l) then wehave 
/ Dr (0) °rxap 	°rxb \ 
T 
 ( °apxr 2Ar+iL °apxb 	J Y + 8iY + 	+ önY_ i 
\ °bxr 	°bxap 	2Ar+lBb I 
= 1 - Ar+1U2 + U2 2A r+l(Fb_2 + 1). 
(2.20) 
Having identified the equations that are equivalent to (2.14) we move on to de- 
velop the machinery that will allow us verify inequality (2.7) of Proposition 2.2.7. 
2.3.3 Four useful lemmas 
The following four little lemmas capture several small calculations and observa-
tions that will be helpful in what is to come. First, however, we introduce some 
further notation. 
Definition 2.3.5. Let r, a, 1, p  and b be as in one of equations (2.15) to (2.20), 
define 
v:={fiQ':1<i<r} 
w:=RiEQ':i<i<r}H{ 1 ifijeQ' 0 if'qeQ 
k:= If6 eQ' :1 <i<ri-1} 
0:= If —2s i E Q' :0 < Z'< b-3} 
Lemma 2.3.6. Using the notation of the previous subsection and the above defi-
nition we have 
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A 	i6i8 	f Q' 	v—w1 mod 2 
	
r+1  /3fi Q v—wO mod 2 
Suppose that fir+i = O, then if —1 E Q' we have 
ör+1EQ 	Ar+1EQ' 
6r+iEQ' 4== 	Ar+1EQ 
Suppose that 0r+i  = 0, then if —1 E Q we have 
ör+1EQ 	Ar+1EQ 
6r+i E Q' t== 	e Q' 
(-1)'(-2s o )(-2s i ) ... (-2s_) = 1 - b 
If —1 E Q' then we have 
1—bEQ 	1—b+O0 mod 2 
1—beQ' 1—b+O1 mod 2 
If —1 G  then 
1—beQ' 	01mod2 
1—beQ == 00mod2 
Proof. (i) 




EQ => w0mod2 and 
/3 	Or 
F E 	== v0 mod 2 < 
IEQ 	w1mod2 	 E v1 mod 2 
From which (i) follows immediately. 
(ii) and (iii) 
Form the definition of fi+i = A+i + 6r+1 ( Lemma 2.3.3 ) we see that 6r+1 = 
Ar+i. 
 
Recall that Sk = 	so we have 
(-2so)(-2s i ) . . . (-2s) = (_1) 2 2()(. . . 
)( b 	
1= 	 1)b-2 (b -1) 
from which (iv) follows. 
 
This follows directly from (iv). 
Lemma 2.3.7. Let Sk be as in Lemma 2.3., then 




Proof (i) First, since —1 U, k -+ 1 + 	is well defined. If k 1 , k 2 are such that 
1 + 1 = 1 + 	then k 1 = k2 so the mapping is one-to-one. If m e V then k 1 +1 	k2+ 1 
	
- 1 E U (since m 0, 1) and 	- 1 '-p m, hence k '-~ 1 + 	is a bijection 
from U to V. 
(ii) We know from Proposition 1.4.3 that J QJ = Q'I for the elements of Z,,. 
Since 1 e Q, there must be non-square elements in V. Li 
Lemma 2.3.8. Let a e N and B,, be the matrix defined in Lemma 2.3.4. If 
— 1 E Q' then 2L has 
5  a(--) non-square entries 
1 a(--) 	square entries 









Proof. If —1 e Q' then the map k i-+ -2k has non-square image points 
(Lemma 2.3.7 ). Notice that one of (2B,,) 11 = 2 and (2B,,) 22 = —2 is square and 
one is non square. Hence 2B,, has 	non-square entries and p 
- (-) = 
square entries, because zero is not in the image of k '-* -2k•  Thus 2L 	has 
a(--) non-square entries and a(-1 ) square entries. 
If —1 E Q then the map k i-+ -2 k hasj- non-square image points and 
square image points. Now (B,,) 11 = 1 and (B,,) 22 = —1, both of which are square, 
so B,, has, if 2 E Q 
5 non-sq entries 
PL 	sq entries 
For 2 E Q' there are 
{
non-sq entries 
2 	sq entries 
Since 2A (a) is a copies of 2B,, the statement of the proposition, for —1 E Q, 
holds. 	 El 
Lemma 2.3.9. Let r such that 1 < r + 1 < I be fixed. The number of elements 
u e F for which 1 - Ar+iU2  is a square, a non-square or equal to zero is given 
in the following two tables. 
For —1 E Q' we have 
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Ar+1E Q I Q 
1 - A +1u2 E Q 1Li 
1A r+i 2 =O 0 2 
1—A +iu2 EQ' 1F1+1 I 
For —1 E Q we have 
A r+1E Q' Q 
1 - A r+1U2 E Q 








Proof. Suppose that Ar+i  e Q. Then there are no values of u for which 1 - 
Ar+iU2 = 0 so we compute the following sum. 
L(1 - A r+1 2 ) = 	G(1) 	
e(k2(1 - A + 1u2 )) 
uEF. 	 uEF. 	kEF 
=e(k) 	e(—k 2 A r+1u2 ) + 




= G(1) ((G(l) - i).(—G(i)) + IF1) 
G(1) 	1 1 	if-1EQ 
- G(1) —1 if —1 e Q 
Thus we may deduce for —1 e Q' 
E Q for 	values of u 
1 - Ar+1U2 	= 0 for 0 values of u 
Q' for 	values of u 
and for —1 E Q 
e Q for 	values of u 
1A r+1U2 	=O for 0 values ofu 
I. E Q' for 	values of 'u 
The calculations for the other columns are very similar and their proofs provide 
no further insight. 	 El 
In the remaining three subsections we prove Proposition 2.2.7 for the cases 
identified in Subsection 2.3.2. The composition of each subsection is essentially 
the same; a lemma that identifies the number of square and non-square coefficients 
in the stated equations (from equations (2.15), (2.16), (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) 
) and then a lemma using this information to prove Proposition 2.2.7 in the 
corresponding cases. 
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2.3.4 Proof of Proposition 2.2.7 for equations (2.15) and 
(2.18) 
Lemma 2.3.10. Let h' denote the number of non-square coefficients on the left-
hand side of (2.15) or (2.18). The possible values of h' are given in the following 
table. 
Number of non-sq. 
coefficients of 8, d. 
Ar+i E Q' 
h' 	(mod2) 
Ar+i E Q 
h' 	(mod2) 
d1 mod 2 0 1 
d1 mod 2 1 0 
Proof. For equation (2.15), in the notation of Definition 2.3.5, h' = v + k and 
by (2.13) we see that the number of non-square coefficients of S is d = k + w. 
Hence h' = v - w + d. By Lemma 2.3.6, if A r+i e Q' then h' (1+ d) mod 2 and 
Ar+ i E Q then h' d mod 2. 
For equation (2.18) we have 
= + k + 
{ number of non-square 
entries in 2Ar+i 
and 
d=k+w+I{Sj E Q' : r+1 <i <l-1}J. 
Hence the formula for h' is 
entries in 2Ar+i 	
} - 
18 eQ' : r+ 1 < i <I - 1}. = - + d + 
{ number of non-square 
There are four cases to consider, each case uses elements from Lemmas 2.3.6, 2.3.8 
and Proposition 1.4.3. Before we begin with a case by case analysis we observe 
that if 0r+1 = = 0 then we must have r+1 = = 6. This allows 
us to evaluate the term {ö : r+ 1 < i < I - 1} using Lemma 2.3.6 parts (ii) and 
(iii). 
Case 1. Ar+ i E Q', 1 E Q' then 
h' 	 P+l)0(1+d) mod 2 =v—w+d+a( 
2 
Case 2. Ar+ i E Q, —1 E Q. Recall that r = I - 1 - ap so that 
h' 	 1 =v—w+d+a( 2 )—(l-1—r)=v—w+d—a()dmod2. 
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=v_w+d+{ () .f2QF }=(1+d)mod2 




 - ) +) 
Lemma 2.3.11. Fix x $ 0. If we have 
if2eQ 
}d mod 2. 
if 2 E Q' 
. 




YES 	 { { y E F' : y satisfies (2.18)} 
then we have 
IFI E 	I o(x 	2 - ISI 2 <CIFI 	 (2.21) 
uEF, YES 
with C independent of IFI. 
Proof. We give a proof of Lemma 2.3.11 for the cases when the equation of S has 
n 0 mod 4, d 1 mod 2, (-1 E Q') and n 0 mod 2, d 1 mod 2, (-1 E Q). 
The proofs of the other equation types contain only very minor differences. 
Case 1. —1 E Q', n 0 mod 4, d 1 mod 2. 
Suppose first that A r+i e Q' then we decompose the u-sum (in (2.21)) according 






uEF 	 YES 






To evaluate A 1 note that n - 1 	3 mod 4 and Lemma 2.3.10 tells us that the 
number of non-square coefficients, h' will be congruent to 0 mod 2. This allows 
us to evaluate A 1 as 
IFI 	







using Theorem 2.2.2. To compute the A 2 , we calculate the number of non-
square coefficients after we have divided through the equation corresponding to 
EYE S 5(z• y) by the non-square on its right-hand side. This is equal to the 
number of square coefficients in the original equation. The calculation is 
n-1—h'mod23-0 mod 21 mod 2. 
Thus using Theorem 2.2.2 A 2 equals 
Fl 
(II') (Fm-2 + IFI n 2 2  
Putting the pieces together we see that 
Fl 	
(x.y)2 _IS 12 
uEF. YES 
	






 2  )(lF2+IFl) 
- (IF 12n-2 + 21F 2  + F1 2 ) 
—2 = Fl22 + 21F1 2 	+ Fltm _ (IF l22  + 21FI_2 + IF 2 ) 
= Fltm  - lFl2. 
If A i E Q Lemma 2.3.10 implies h' 1 mod 2. We decompose the u-sum as 
2 
Fl 6 (x . y)+lFl 
uEF,: 	YES 	 uEF: 
1—A1u 2 EQ 1—A1u 2 =0 
+IFI 	i 	öu(Xy) 
uEF,: YES 
1—A,u 2 EQ' 
=A1 +A2 +A3 . 
A 1 and A 3 are evaluated using the same technique as for Ar+i E Q' above, the 
middle term is evaluated using Theorem 2.2.3. Thus we have 
A 1 +A2 +A3 HSI 
= 
Fl (IFI _1) (lFln -2 + IFI n 2 2 	+ 2 IFIlFl22 2 
" + IFI IFI- 2 3) (lFln-2 - lFl 	
2 
) - 82 
= IF 12n- 2 + 21F1_2 + Fltm - 21F1' - (IF 12n- 2 + 2IFI
3n
T + lFl 2 ) 
= IF In - 21F1' - lF1 2 
Case 2. —1EQ,n0mod2,d1mod2. 
YES 
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Suppose first that Ar+i E Q'. Lemma 2.3.10 implies that h' 	0 mod 2 and 
n - 1 1 mod 2. 
The method for evaluation of the u-sum is just the same as before, the subtlety 
lies the the changes of sign that occur. The decomposition and evaluation is 
Fl 	 . y) + Fl - 
uEF.: 	yES 	 uEF,: 	y 
1-A1t 2 EQ 1-A1u2EQ 
ES 
= IFI (IFI+ 1) (IFln2 - lF) + IFI (IFI_ 1) (F m-2 + lFl) n 2  
- (lFln-1 - lFl 
0.
) 
Finally if Ar+i E Q then Lemma 2.3. 10 implies that h' 1 mod 2. The calculation 
is 
2 	 2 
Fl +IFl 	j2 8u(XY) 
uEF* 	YE S 	 u€F. 	YES 1-A1. 2 EQ i-A1u 2 =O 
2 
+IFI 	 HS12 
iEF.: 	YES 
1-A1u 2 EQ' 
= Fl (IFI — 
 3) 
(IFln-2 + IFJ n22 
 2 
+ 2 1FlIF12 ' 





- lFl) - (IFIn-1 - lFl) 
= IF In - 21Fl1 - Fl 2 . 
. 
2.3.5 Proof of Proposition 2.2.7 for equations (2.16) and 
(2.19) 
Lemma 2.3.12. Let h' denote the number of non-square coefficients on the left-
hand side of (2.16) or (2.19). The possible values of h' are given in the following 
two tables. 
If —1 e Q' then we have 
Number of non-sq. Ar+i E Q' A +i E Q 
[ coefficients of 5, d. h' 	(mod 2) h' 	(mod 2) 
d1 mod 2 0 0 
d0 mod 2 1 1 
If —1 e Q then we have 
Number of non-sq. Ar+i E Q' Ar+i E Q 
coefficients of S, d. h' 	(mod 2) h' 	(mod 2) 
d1 mod 2 1 1 
dO mod 2 0 0 
Proof. Consider first equation (2.16), we have 
1 if 6 1 - 1 eQ' 
h =v+k and d=w+k+{ 
0ifSj_1EQ 
Hence we have 
1 if ö1 	e 
h'=v_w+d_{ 0
if1_1eQ 
Now by Lemma 2.3.6 (i), (ii) and (iii) we have h' 	(1 + d) mod 2 if Ar+ i E Q', 
—1 E Q' or Ar+ i e Q, —1 e Q' and h' 	d mod 2 if Ar+i E Q, —1 E Q or 
A + 1 E Q', —1 E Q. 
For equation (2.19) we have 
h = v + k + I non-square entries in 2A +1L}, 
d = w + k + 116i EQ' : r+1 <i  
Thus, we have 
= v—w+d+{ non-square entries in 	 E 	: r+1 <i < 1-11I. 
Since fir+i = ... = 0 	= 0 it must be that 8r+1 = 	= 51, so we can use 
Lemma 2.3.6 (i) and (ii) to calculate the value of the last term above. 
Suppose then that —1 E Q', Ar+ i E Q' then by Lemmas 2.3.6, 2.3.8 
	
h' (1 + d+ a( 	
1)) 
 mod 2 (1 + d) mod 2. 
If 1 E Q', Ar+i E Q then by Lemmas 2.3.6, 2.3.8 and since r = I - ap - 2 
(0+d+a( 
2 1
)—(I-1—r)) mod 2 (d-1—a( 	
1)) 
 mod 2 (d+1) mod 2. 
If 1 E Q, Ar+i E Q' then similar reasoning leads us to 
( a(L) 	if2eQ 1 






 mod 2=d  mod  2. 
Finally, if —1 E Q, Ar+ i E Q then we have 
a(2 	if2eQ f 2 a() if2EQ' })mod2dmod2. 
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Lemma 2.3.13. If A, u E F\{O}. Then we have 
Ify E F : 1 - Au 2 + 2uAy = O}I = 1 
Ify E F : 1 - Au 2 + 2uAy E Q}I = 
I fy E F : 1 - Au2 + 2uAy e Q'}I = 
Proof. 	(i) Since u, A 0 0 and char(F)> 2, 2uA =A 0. Hence y = 
(ii) and (iii) The map y i- 1 - Au 2 + 2uAy is a bijection of F to F, as 2uA 
	
0. Hence there are 	square image points and 	non-square image 
points. 
Lemma 2.3.14. Fix x 54 0. If we have 
{ { E F' : y satisfies (216)} 
= 
or 
YES {y E F' : y satisfies (2.19)1I 
then we have 
I 	8(x 	- SI 2 < CIFI Th 
uEF, YES 
with C independent of IFI. 
Proof. Let 
= {y' e F 2 :+ 	+ 1-2Y'1_2 + 61Y12 + . .. + ön_iY-i = 1} 
= {y' e F 2 : fi'y' + . . . + 01-2y'12 + öjy + '''+6n-y_     1 = 01 
= {y' E F 2 : fii+ 	+ 1-2'2  + 5IYj + 	+ 5n-iY_i = — 11. 
The definition of the R is specific to equation (2.16). One can obtain the Q j for 
equation (2.19) by swapping the left-hand side of (2.16) in the definition of the Qj 
for the left-hand side. of (2.19). As Lemma 2.3.12 shows this does not affect the 





YES 	 u$O 	yj_1EF. 	y'EF2 
:I—Aj_ 1 u 2 
+2uA1_1y1_1=0 
+ 	 xc1(y') + 	 xci3(Y') 
yj_1EF. 	y'EF2 	 yj_jEF 	y'EF2 
:1—Al_ 1 u2 
	
+2uA1_iy,_1EQ 	 +2uAj_iyj_1EQ' 
=FFI I Q ,  I) 2 +FI 	 Q2 + 	r, 	Al 
u540 	yj_1EF, 	 yj_1EF. 




:1—A1_ 1 u2 
+2uAj_1y1_1EQ' 
(2.23) 
We prove only two cases from the tables of Lemma 2.3.12 the other cases require 
only minor changes in arithmetic. The two cases we consider are 
(1) —1EQ',nOmod4,d1mod2 and A r+i  eQ, 
(ii) —1 eQ, nO mod 2,dO mod 2 and A r+i  EQ. 
For (i) the number of non-square coefficients in each of the equations of Q1, 2, 3 
is h' 0 mod 2. The number of square coefficients is 
h=n-2—h'(0-2-0) mod 20 mod 2. 
Using Theorem 2.2.2 and Theorem 2.2.3 we may evaluate 
IQiI = IF 3  + IFI 
IQ21 = F 3 - 	+ 
IQ31 = F 3 + 
Using this data and Lemma 2.3.13 we can compute the value of (2.23)—IS 2 as 
Fl (IF h-2 + lFl) 
+ lFl(IFI —1) (lF1n-3 - lFl 	+ lFI' + (IFI - 1 )(iFl 3  + lFI)) 
- (Fin— ' + IFjn22 	= lF1' - lFI2. 
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For (ii) Lemma 2.3.12 tells us that the number of non-squares in equations of 
, Q2, 13 is h' 0 mod 2 and so the number of squares is h = n— 2—h' mod 2 
0 mod 2. We evaluate the IQj I as 
IQjI = lFl 3 - Fl .24 
l21 = Fl 3  + IFLn-2r - Fl 2 
l31 = 	- Fl 
Then we compute the value of (2.23)-1S1 2 as 
2 
Fl (IFn-2 - 
+ FI(IFI —1) ( FI 3  + lFl 	- 	+ (IFI - 1)(lFl3 - 
2 
 jFjn2 ) - (IF1n-1 - 	 = FI' - JFJ 
2.3.6 Proof of Proposition 2.2.7 for equation (2.20) 
Lemma 2.3.15. Let h' denote the number of non-square coefficients on the left-
hand side of (2.20). The possible values of h' are given in the following table. 
Number of non-sq. 
coefficients of S, d. 
A+1 E Q' 
1—bEQ' 	1—bEQ 
A+1 e Q 
1—beQ' 	1—beQ 
h' 	(mod2) h' 	(mod2) h' 	(mod2) h' 	(mod2) 
d1 mod 2 1 0 0 1 
d0 mod 2 0 1 1 	1 0 
Proof. In the notation of Definition 2.3.5 we have 
	
I number of non-square ) 	I number of non-square 
(a) 	 . entries in 2Ar+1LBp j t. entries in 2Ar+i Bp 
Also we know the equality 
d = k +w+ 116i E Q': r+1 < i < 1-1}11 
and so upon eliminating k, we have the formula 
number of non-square ) 
= v — w+d+ 
{ entries in 2Ar+i 	j- l{ 
E Q' : r+1 i l— 1H 
( number of non-square 
+ entries in 2A r+iBp 
Assuming that —1 E Q' and that A r+i E Q by Lemma 2.3.8 we can make the 
following evaluations. 
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I number of non-square 
entries in 2A+1 	
} = a() 
1{6EQ':r+1_<i_<1-1}I=1—r-1 
I number of non-square 'I 1+0 
i entries n 2AriBp 	J 
The second of these follows since 6r+1 = 	ö. Recalling that r = I - ap - b - 1 
we may write 







(d+O+1—b) mod 2, 
using 	0 mod 2, since —1 E Q'. Thus we can use Lemma 2.3.6 to compute 
the right-hand side of the table in this case ( A r+i E Q, 1 E Q'). 
If A r+i e Q' (-1 E Q') then we have 
I Number of non-sq. } { Number of square 
entries in 2A +1 B 	= 	entries in 2B 	I (2.24) 




 )+1—b--2—O(d+1+b-1-i-O) mod 2. 
From which we can verify the entries in the table via Lemma 2.3.6 (v). 
Next we consider the case —1 E Q, A+1 e Q. By an analogous argument to 
the one we have just used, we have 
a(-) if2eQ 	0 if2eQ 
23 h'=v_w+d+{() if2EQI+12 if2EQI+ 
Since —1 E Q implies0 mod 2, it must be that a(--1 ) 	0 mod 2 and 
a() 0 mod 2. Hence h' (d+O) mod 2 and then using Lemma 2.3.6 we can 
compute the values in the right-hand side of the table. 
If A 1 e Q' (-1 e Q) then recalling observation (2.24) we compute h' as 
a() if2eQ }_(I_1_r) 
a(LL3 ) if 2 E Q 
{2 if2eQ 
+ 0 if2eQ }+b_2_o 
(1 + d+ 9) mod 2. 
I 
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Lemma 2.3.16. Fix x 0. If we have 
6. (x y) = I ly E F 	y satisfies (2.20)}l 
YES 
then we have 
Fl E I E o(x  Y)  12 - S12 I < ClFl uEF, YES 
with C independent of IFI. 
Proof. As we have already noted we may write the right-hand side of (2.20) as 
1 - Ar+iu 2 g. We must note when the coefficient of u 2 , is a square or a non- 
square. We collect this trivial set of observations together in the following table. 
0? 
The right-hand side of (2.20) has the same format as the right-hand sides given 
in the tables of Lemma 2.3.9 so we can use the data of these tables to determine 
the decomposition of the u-sum. We shall prove two cases in full detail, the 
calculations for the other cases involve only very minor changes. 
Case 1. We take —1 E Q', Ar+i e Q, 11b E Q' so that Ar+ i 	e Q, and 
ri 0 mod 4, d 1 mod 2. By Lemma 2.3.15 the number of non-squares on the 
left-hand side of (2.20) is h' 1 mod 2. Since n 0 mod 4, n - 1 3 mod 4 and 
the number of squares on the left-hand side of (2.20) is 
h=n-1—h'(3-1) mod 20 mod 2. 
Now using Lemma 2.3.9 we decompose the u-sum as 
	
2 	 '2 	 2 
Fl 	8u (y) +IFI 	I 6 (xy) +IFI 	I 
uEF, 	yES 	 uEF.: 	yES 	 uEF,: 	yES 
1—A1u 2 EQ 	 1—A1u 2 =0 1—A1u 2 EQ' 
We can evaluate each of these terms using Theorem 2.2.2 and Theorem 2.2.3 as 
2 
lFl( 	2 ') (IFI n-2 + 	
n-2 	





= IF 	+ 2 IFI
3n 
T  + lFI' - 2IF1'. 
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Form 0 mod 4 and d 1 mod 2 we know that ISI = IF1' + IFIZP. Taking 
the difference of this with the above quantity verifies the lemma in this case. 
Case 2 
The second case we consider is —1 E Q, Ar + i E Q,  11 b  e Q, n 0 mod 2 and 
d i mod 2. Notice that n — i 1 mod  and that h' i mod 2 (by Lemma 
2.3.15 ). So the number of square coefficients on the left-hand side of (2.20) is 
h=n—i—h'(i-1) mod 20 mod 2. 
Now using Lemma 2.3.9, Theorem 2.2.2 and Theorem 2.2.3 we compute 




uE;i : 	yES 
1-A1 E Q 
22 
+IFI 	8(xI 	6u(Xy) H51 2 
uEF: 
	
YES 	 uEF* 	yES 
1-Ajiz 2 =O 	 1-A1u 2 EQ' 
Fl _3 ( IFI lFl) + 2 IFI(IFI 2 ) 2 
2 	
n- = 	2 
+ IFI( Fl—i 
2 
	(IFI n-2  + IFI) 
2 - (
IFI n-1 + IFI n-2  ) 
2 
= IF In - 2 1FI' + IF I 2 . 
10-1 
2.4 Proof of Lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. 
We split this section into three subsections. The first subsection is the proof of 
Lemma 2.3.3. The second subsection of four further lemmas that enable us to 
give a proof of Lemma 2.3.4 in the third and final subsection. 
2.4.1 Proof of Lemma 2.3.3. 
Proof. If 77 + 61 = •. = r, + J, 0 then we have equation (b) with m x m matrix 
A 0 . Suppose then that /3k, . . . /354 0 for some r such that 1 < r < m. We shall 
give an inductive proof of the following statement, R(l) where 1 lies in the range 
i<1<r. 
R(1): After the completion of the square in the variables Yi, . . , y j equation (2.10) 
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will take the form 
01 92 
+••• + LYt + (81+i  + A11 )y 1 + 	+ (8m + Aji )y 
+ 2A11 	YiYj - 2A jiu(yii + 	Ym) = 1 - A 1+1u2 
L+1<i<j<rn 
where for k such that 1 < k < I 
Yk=Yk+ Ak (Yk+1+"YmU). 	 (2.25) 
5k+Ak 
If I = 1 then writing out (2.10) in full, we complete the square in yi 
"2 	217Yi 	 2 	 2 
(77+öl)Yl + + (Y 2+ +Yrn_ U))+(11 + (52)Y2++(17+ 8m)Ym 
+217 E yjyj-2iu(y2+...+ym )=1—u2 ij 
2<i<j<m 
so that we have 
(17+ l )(Y l + 8 (Y2+Y m _U))_(Y 2 ++Ym _U) 2 
77 +
+(17+ 52)y+(17+ 8m)Y+ 2?7 	yiyj2iiU(y2+y m)=lu2ii 
2<i<j<m 
Upon making the change of variables th = Yi + 	Y2 + . Yrn and collecting 77+ J1 
together terms this is 
+2(17— 	 6 )U(y2+ym ) 17 17  
= 1—u2(ij— 17 
Observe that 17— 	== !Jji =  A 2 and that /3 = j + 5. This proves the 
77+Jl 	77+J1 
case I = 1. 
Assume that R.(I) is true for some I < r, then we prove R(l + 1). By the 
induction hypothesis we can complete the square in the first I variables of equation 
(2.10). Since I <r it must be the case that + A 11 = 0. We complete 
the square in the variable Yi+i 
2 	 2 	 2 	1+1 
61 + + /3tYi  + (ô + + A11)y11 + 6+ A Y1+1(yl+2 + .. + y - u) 
1+1 	1+1 
+ (61+2 + Aj1 )y +2  + 	(6m + Aii )y + 2A11 YiYj 
1+2<i<j<m 
- 2A 1+iu(y12 + 	+ ym) 
= 1 - Ai+1u2. 
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+ + 	+ i+i (p1+1 + 6 + A11 (2 + + Y. 
- u)) 
A2 A2 _______ 	 lI1+i 1+1 	 __ + (61+2 + A11 
- 6 + + A1+1) 
Y?+2 + + (6m + A11 






- 6i+i + A1+1) 1+2<i<j<rn 
2(A 	
A2 	\ 1+1 \ 
- 	 1+1 
- 	 + Ai+1) 







 - 6 i + A1+1) 
Making the change of variable i+i = Yt+i + 	(Yt+ + 	+ Ym - u) and 




- 	 =Ai+2 
611 + A1+1 - 01+1 
proves the statement R(l + 1). 
If r < m then 7Z(r) is case (b) of the Lemma. If r = m then R(m - 1) is 
0 + ... + I3rn—in—i + (öm + Am)y - 2AmUYrn 
= 1 - A m U2 
Completing the square in Ym  and making the change of variables Y. = Yrn - 
u_"m  gives case (a) of the lemma. 	 El ôm+Am 
2.4.2 Four more useful lemmas 
We intend to split the proof of Lemma 2.3.4 into two cases. Case one will be for 
fields F with char(F) > 3, and case two will be for char(F) = 3. The reasons 
for this are purely .notational. 
The first three lemmas of this subsection are for the char(F) > 3 case, the 
last is for the char(F) = 3 case. 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let char (F) = p> 3 and let v, w E N satisfy w - v + 1 > p - 3. 
For I : 3 <1 <p - 2 let M(l) be the statement 
YjYjU(Yv++Yw) 
vi<jw 
= 80 	+ s 1 _ 3 Q 1 _ 3 + s j _ 2 (y 12 + . + y) 
+ L1 _ 1 	 YiY3 - uL j _ i (y 1 _2 + 	+ Yw)  + 17 1 _2 u2 (2.26) 
v+1-2<i<j<w 
Then M(l) is true for I in the range 3 < 1 < p - 2. 
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Proof The proof will be by induction. First we prove M(3) i.e. 
yv2 + . .. + y + 
:: 
YiYj - U(Y v + 	Yw) 	 (2.27) 
v<i<jw 
	
=so+s1(y1+.•.+y)+L2 	j 	YiYj 	 (2.28) 
v+i<i<j<w 
- uL 2 (y +1 + . . . + ) + Fu 
where s0 = 1, s 1 = , L 2 = and F i = -. To verify this equality complete the 
square in the variable Yv  of (2.27). The calculation for the terms involving Yv  is 
YV + Yv(Yv+i  + • + Yw - u) 
= (Yv + (Yv+i + Yw - u))2 - (Yv+i + Yw - 
= - 
2 	1 	 12 	 1 	 12 i: 
v+1<i<j<w 
Combining this with the remaining terms of (2.27) that contain no Yv  gives (2.28). 
Now assume that M(l) is true for some I : 2 < 1 < p - 2. We prove the 
statementM(l + 1). By the induction hypothesis we may assume (2.26). Since 
1 <p - 2, s1_2 = 2(1_i) ~ 0 and so we may complete the square in the variable 




Yv+1-2(Yv+1_1 	+ Y. - u)) 
- Sj 2Y 	2 	
1L_1 
(Y+i_i + 	±y) + 	U(Yv+i_i + ••yw) _u2 +1 - 	
- 	 4 Sj_2 	 2 81_ 
Recombining this with the terms from (2.26) that we have not yet used gives us 
So + 	+ Sj_3+1_2 + S1_2 +1 	
1 L 1 
2 (1_2 
- 	













Notice that we have 
1 L?1 - 1 1 t 	- 1 1 12_i \ - 	 - 1) S1_2 - 	
- 	
- 	 - 	
- SI_i 
L ?_1  








This completes the proof of M(l + 1). 	 Lii 
Lemma 2.4.2. Using the notation of Lemma 2.3.4 suppose that a > 1 and 
char(F) = p> 3. Let k e N such that 1 <k < a and let R(k) be the statement 
Qrn(y) =:y - - (SOw + + Sp-3W ) + 
,' 	-2 • +9 	- 9
2
(k-1)p+2 - k 5OY(k-1)p+3 + 	+ S,_9j _ 
	
2p 	 2 - Sp-4(y_1 + 	+ y) - L_3 	. YjY 
kp- 1 <i<j<rn 
+ L_3u(yk_1 + • + Ym) - U2 - F_4u2 	 (2.29) 
Then 7Z(k) is true for k in the range k such that 1 < k < a. 
Proof. The proof will be by induction. To prove R(1) we need to show that 
Qrn(y) =- 	- ( s 	+ .. . + 5p-5-2) - S p 4(Y 1 + .. . + y) 
- L_ 3 	 YiYj + L_ 3u(y_ 1 + • Ym) - U2 - F_4 u2 . 
p-1<i<j<m 
If we make the change of variables yi = th + 2, Y2 = 91 - Y2 in Q(y)  this allows 
us to complete the square in th thus we have 





where we have made the second change of variables ?i = i + (Y + + Ym - u). 
Applying Lemma 2.4.1 to the curly brackets with v = 3, w = m and I = p - 2 
proves 1(1). 
Assume that 7(k) is true for some k < a, then we prove R.(k + 1). The 
induction hypothesis tells us that equation (2.29) holds. We focus on the terms 
Sp-4(Y k_1 + . + y) - Lp-3 	 YiYj 
kp-1<i<j<m 
+ uL_ 3 (y k _ 1 + • + Ym) - r,-4 U2 - u2 . 	( 2.31) 
Since s_4, 5p3  54 0 we can complete the square, first in the variable Ykp-1  and 
then in the variable Ykp•  We begin with the terms of (2.31) that contain Ykp-1 
Thus we have 
L 3 
- 5p-4(Yk-1 + Ykp-1 P (Ykp + • Y. - u)) sp- 4 
1 L_ 3 
- sP 4(ykp-1+ 	 (Ykp  2 s_4 
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Making the change of variables kp-1 Ykp-1 + ! 	(ykp + Ym - u) we include 2 Sp LP  
the remaining terms of (2.31) to give 
1 L_ 3 - s_4_ 1 - ( 
4 
(y 	+ + yn) - 
1 L_ 3 
(r_ 4 - 	)U - 









= 	 +. 	+ y) - L 2 s_3(y YjY + L_2(yk + - y)F_u 
kp<i<j<m 
Iterating the above process for the variable Ykp  gives 
(2.31) = — s_4 ._ 1 - s_3 	- s_2 (y 1 + 	+ y) - L_ 1 	 YiYj 
kp+1<i<j<m 
+ L_lU(ykp+l + + Ym) - Fp2u2 - U 2 
= 	YiYj - U(ykp+1 + . . . + ym). 
kp+1<i<j<m 
Here we have used s2 = 0, L_ 1 = 	 ' 7 =-1 We = —1 and F2 = 
make the change of variables Ykp+1 = Ykp+1 + Ykp+2, Ykp+2 = Ykp+1 Ykp+2 to 
generate p+1  terms and then complete the square in kp+1•  Thus we have 
+ 2k +1(yk +3 +••• + Yrn) - Ykp+2 + 
	
YiYj - U(Ykp+3 + 	+ Yrn) 
kp+3<i<j<m 
Ykp+i - Ykp+2 - { +3 + + Ym 
+ 	YiYj - U(Ykp+3 + 	+ ym) - u2 . 
kp+3<i<j<m 
Applying Lemma 2.4.1 to the curly brackets gives the statement lt(k + 1). 	EJ 
It will be useful to label the following simple calculation as a lemma. 
Lemma 2.4.3. Suppose that char(F) = p > 3 and b such that 4 < b < p - 1. 
Then for some i E N 
Sb4(y + 	+ Lb_3YY+l - uL 3 (y + Yi+i)  + Fb4U2 
- 	2 '2 	i-' 	2 
- Sb-4Y + Sb_3Yj+l + 'b-2' 
Proof. Just complete the squares in the variables y j and Yi+i 
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Lemma 2.4.4. In the notation of Lemma 2.3.4 suppose that a > 2 and that 
char(F) = 3. Let R(k) be the statement 
= Y11/2 - SOY3 + 	Y3k-2 Y3k-1 - SoYk 
+ 	YiYj - u(y3k+1 + 	+ ym) 	(2.32) 
3k+1<i<j<m 
Then R(k) holds for k in the range 1 < k < a. 
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. For the base case consider k = 1; we 
need to show that 
	
Qm(y) =- 	- so + 	YiY3 - u(y4 + .. . + y). 	(2.33) 
4<i<jrn 
We make the change of variables y = + 2, Y2 = - Y2 in Qm(y).  Following 
the calculation in line (2.30) this gives us 
yiyj_U(y3+Ym)}_U2, (2.34) 
3<i<j<m 
having completed the square in i  and made the change of variables y = th + 
7J3 + + ym - u. Completing the square in Y3  and making the change of variables 
Y3 = Y3 + I  (Y4 + Ym - LI) then yields, the equality 
2 	2 	2 	1 
Qm(y) = yiy2y3 yiyj+U(y4++yrn). 
4<i<j<m 
This is equivalent to (2.33) since 1 = 	= — 1. 
Now suppose that a > 3 and R(k) is true for some k < a - 1. We prove the 
statement R(k + 1). The induction hypothesis gives us the equality 
Q(y) = - SoY + 	+Y  3k-2 Y3k-1 - SoYk 
+ 	YjYjU(Y3k+1++Ym). 
3k+1<i<j<m 
The line above is really just Qm (y) with a change of indexing for the variables y2 . 
Re-running the argument above replacing Yi, Y2 and Y3 by Y3k+1, Y3k+2 and Y3k+3 
respectively gives (2.32). 
2.4.3 Proof of Lemma 2.3.4. 
Finally, a proof of Lemma 2.3.4. 
Proof. We shall begin with the case char(F) > 3. 
Suppose that a = 0 then m = b, and then since m > 2 it must be that 
2 < b <p - 1. There are three cases to consider. 
(i) The case b = 2. One can easily check that under the change of variables 
Yi = 1 + 112 + U, Y2 = Yi - 92 + u we have 
Y1Y2 - u(y i + Y2) = 	- 	- U2 . 	 ( 2.35) 
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(ii) The case b = 3. With the change of variables y' 	1+2+u, Y2 = 
Y3 = 93 + 1 U we have 
Qrn(y) = Y1Y2 + Y2Y3 + Y1Y3 - u(y1 + Y2 + 3) 
"2 	-2 	-2 	2 
=y1 - - Y3 - 
=——s o —(F 1 +1)u2 (2.36) 
(iii) The case 4 < b < p - 1. With the change of variables yi = th + 2 + U, 
Y2 = - 92 + u Q(y) becomes 
YiYi_U(Y3++Yb)}. 
3<i<j<m 
If we apply Lemma 2.4.1 with v = 3, w = b and 1 = b - 2 to the contents of 
the curly bracket then we have 
- - - 	+ + Sb52 + Sb4(yi + y) 
+ Lb-3 	 YiYj - uLb_3(yb_1 + y) + Fb_4U2}. 
b-1<i<j<b 
Using Lemma 2.4.3 with i = b - 1 deals with the variables in which the 
square has not been completed. This completes the case a = 0. 
Suppose now that a > 1. The strategy will be this use the equality of 
Lemma 2.4.2 and then complete the square in those variables for which we have 
not already done so. The breakdown of cases is as follows. 
(i) The case b = 0. If b = 0 then m = ka, for some a > 1. We take k = a in 
(2.29). The variables for which the square has not been completed are 
- Sp_4(Ypa_1 + Ya) - Lp_3YpaYpa_1 + UL p_3(Y pa l + 1/pa) - U2 - Fp 4U2 
	
p 
( 	1 L_3 	 2  1 L_3 2 — S - Ypa—i - 	(1/pa - u)) + 4 
Sp-4 (Ypa 
- 2Uypa + u2 ) 
SL4 
- Sp_5Y a + Lp_3YpaU - U2 - 
= 8p4Ypa—i - Sp_3Y a + Lp_2YpaU - U2 - 
/ 	1L_2 
\2 	
1L_2 2 	2 




u - - 
= "2 	"2 	1 	
1L_2\ 	2 —S "2 - Sp_3Ypa - \Fp3 - 	
) - 
U 
= Sp_4Ya_1 - Sp-34a - Fp_2U2 - U2 
- 	-2 	"2 
- 8p-4Ypa—i - Sp_3Ypa- 
Me 
 
Here we have used F_ 2 = — 1 and the changes of variable 
LP_3(Ypa_U) and YpaYpa+ 	U. Ypa-i = Ypa-i 
- 2 s_3 	
1 L_2 
2 s_3 
(ii) The case b = 1. With k = a in (2.29) the variables to deal with are 
_S p 4(Y a_ 1  + Ya + Ya+i) - Lp_3(Ypa_iYpa + Ypa—iYpa+1 + Ypaypa+i) 
- Lp_3(Ypa_1 + Ypa + Ypa+i) - U2 - ['p 4. 
Completing the square in the variables Yap—l', Yap as in the case b = 0 leaves 
us with 
-2 	 r 	 - 	 -2 
Sp_4Ypa_i 8p_3YpaTh9p_2Ypa+1 11p_iUYap+i - Sp_4Ypa_1 Sp_3Ypa 1 UYap+i, 
since s_ 2 = 0 and L_ 1 = — 1. 
(iii) The case b = 2. If b 
take k = a in (2.29). 




= 2 then m = ap + 2 with a > 1. Once again we 
We have not completed the square in the variables 
The terms of (2.29) (with k = a ) containing these 
yjyj + Lp_3U(Yap1 + 	+ Yap+2) U2 - Fp 4U2 
2  
- S_4 (Yap—i + 	+ Yap+2). 
Completing the square in the variable Yap—i  and then Yap ( and making the 
appropriate change of variables) gives us 
- 8p-4Yap-1 - Sp-3 4  - 8p-2Yap+1 + Yap+2 
- Lp.iYap+iYap+2 - Fp 2U - U2 + Lp_iU(Yap+ i + Yap+2) 
	
= Sp_4Y p_ - Sp_3?,/p + Yap+lYap+2 - U(Yap+ i + Yap+2) 	(2.37) 
Making the change of variables 
Yap+i = Yap+i - Yap+2 and Yap+2 = Yap+i - Yap+2 	(2.38) 
we have 
(2.37) 	p+i - Yap+2 - 2Uap+2 
= (ap+i _)2 - - 
9
ap+2 
= 92 	-2 	2 . ap+1 - Yap+2 - U 
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The case b=3. Ifb=3 then m = ap + 3 for some a> 1. As before we use 
equality (2.29) and consider the variables for which we have not completed 
the square. These are 
8p_4(Y ap_1 . + Yap+3) - L_3 	E 	YiYj 
ap— 1 <i<j<ap+2 
+ Lp_3U(Yap_1 + + Yap+2) - - FU2 
The computation is the familiar one: complete the square in the variables 
Yap— 1) Yap and then make the change of variable (2.38). This leaves us with 
- p-4Yp_i - Sp-3 p + Yap+i - Yap+2 - (Y+3 - lLYap+3) - 
— 8p-4Yap-1 - Sp3p 
+9 
ap+1  - Yap+2 - Yap+3 - ;jU 
having completed the square in Yap+3• 
The case 4 < b <p - 1. Here m = ap + b, the variables of (2.29) for which 
we have not completed the square are 
Qm(Y) = Sp4Yp1 - Sp3Y p + Yap+i - Yap+2 - U2 - { Y P+3 + . + Yap+b 
+ 	 YiYj_U(YaP+3++YaP+b)}. 
ap+3<i<j<ap+b 
Applying Lemma 2.4.1 with v = ap + 3, w = ap + b and 1 = b - 2 shows the 
contents of the curly bracket above is equal to 
2 	 ^2 ' 2 	2 80 Y ap+3 + 	Yap+b-2  + Sp4Yap+b1  + Yap+b 
+ LP3YaP+&1YaP+b - ULp_3(Y ap+b_1 + Yap+b)  + F 4 2 . 
Now Lemma 2.4.3 with i = ap + b - 1 tells us that this is equal to 
80yp+b_2 + ... + Sb4yp+b_1 + b-3Yp+b  + u2 Fb_2. 
To finish off we complete the analysis of the char(F) = 3 cases. 
If a = 0 then b = 2 since m = ap+b > 2, and we re-use the calculation (2.35). 
If a = 1 and b = 0 then we re-use calculation (2.36), observing that F1 + 1 = 
4 
If a = 1 and b = 1 then from the proof of Lemma 2.4.4 line (2.34) we get the 
equality 
Q-(Y) = - 
	
+ Y + Y3Y4 - u(y3  + Y4)} - 
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Completing the square in y3 with change of variables y3 = y3 + I(y - u) gives 
Qm(y)= 9
21 23+4U. 
If a = 1 and b = 2 then from the proof of Lemma 2.4.4 line (2.33) we see that 
Qm(y) =- - so 3 + J4J5 - u(y4 + 
Making the change of variables y4 = y + y, y5 = - y5 and then completing 
the square in y4  gives 
 92 
Q rn(y)——so+Q——u 2 , 
having made the appropriate change of variables for . 
If a > 2 then we set k = a - 1 in Lemma 2.4.4. We must consider the cases 
b = 0, b = 1 and b = 2. The proofs of these cases are similar to cases we have 
already encountered. We simply state the equalities. 
The case b = 0. If b = 0 then m = 3a. The variables in (2.32) for which the 
square has not been completed are 
YiYj - tt(Y3a_2 + Y3a-1 + Y3a) = Y3a-2 - 	- OYa• 
3a-2<i<j<3a 
The case b = 1. If b = 1 then m = 3a + 1. The variables in (2.32) for which 
the square has not been completed are 




2 	-2 	^2 
3a-2 - Y3a-1 - SOY3a UY3a+1. 
The case b = 2. If b = 2 then m = 3a + 2. The variables in (2.32) for which 
the square has not been completed are 
YiYj - U(y3a_2 + 	+ Y3a+2) 
3a-2<i<j<3a+2 
- 	 "2 	"2 	"2 	2 




Convolution with polynomial 
surfaces 
In [6], [7] Christ gives necessary and sufficient conditions( although Christ has 
only restricted weak-type estimates for the end-points), in the Euclidean setting, 
for the L —* Lq boundedness of the operator given by convolution with a twisted 
n-bic, i.e. t '-+ (t, t 2 ,. . . , ta). His method is combinatorial in nature, he constructs 
a counting method to bound from below the number of points in a given set. 
In this chapter we give a finite field analogue of Christ's method for convolution 
with k-dimensional surfaces in n-space. Carbery and Wright in [3] have partially 
addressed this problem using the character sum estimate Theorem 1.4.4. We 
state these results in full in Subsection 3.1.2. Throught this chapter F is a finite 
field with char(F) > 2. 
3.1 Convolution with a polynomial surface 
3.1.1 Definitions and necessary conditions 
Definition 3.1.1. For each i such that 1 < i < n let h 	F -+ F be a 
polynomial map of degree d 2 . Define h: F - Fn by t '-+ (h, (t), . . . ,h(t)) and 
suppose that IIm(h) F. We denote by dcr the corresponding normalised 
measure and will often label the operator given by convolution with du as T. 
We wish to know for which exponents p, q such that 1 < p, q < oc we have 
the bounds 
If * dc7ILq(pfl) 	GIl! IILP(Fn) 	 (3.1) 
for a constant C independent of IFI. The necessary conditions are obtained as 
follows. 
me 0 








- FFTXI.(h) 	E F I h(t) = 
so that we have 
160 *daIiLq(Fn) 
= ( 	




For (3.1) to hold with C independent of IFI we must have 
ri n — k 	1 n. — kl + k 
— 	 — — 
p q p 	riq n 
By duality we have the condition 1 < ' . 1 . we take equality in both of these p - n-k q 
n then the intersection lies at (f , ) _ -
If Im(h) contains an s-dimensional plane, A say, then taking f = XA gives 
IXALP(F) = Fl1 . While 
XA * dcx(y) = 
1 	 IF I n 
j2 XA(Y — W)jxI m(h)(W)l{t E F : h(t) = w}I. 
wEF 
If y E A, a translation of A that contains the origin, and w E A then y - w E A 
hence it follows that 
IXA * dalILq(Fn) >— 
For (3.1) to hold we will require 




p 	q p q n — s 





n— s 2n—s 
that is when s > 
We observe also that convolution with der is bounded at the corner points 
(, ) = (0, 0), (1, 1) by Young's convolution inequality, since idaIiLl(Fn) = 1. 
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The operator is also bounded at (, ) = (0, 1) since 
If  * duL1(Fn) 
= fy 	f 	







If  IILo0(F). 
3.1.2 Known bounds 
In this subsection, for the convenience of the reader we state the results of [3]. 
Theorem 3.1.2. Let k,rt e N such that 1 < k < n and h : F —+ F be a 
polynomial with char(F) > deg(h) that satisfies condition (1.6) of Proposition 
1 .4. 6. If du is the measure associated to h then 
If * dull 2n-k 	< Cf L(F) 	L'(F) 
holds with C independent of IFI. 
Theorem 3.1.3. Using the above notation, if Im(h) contains an s-dimensional 
plane with s> then 
If * duiL q (Ffl) <CIIfIILP(Fn) 
holds with C independent of JFJ for 
(\ (1 1\ 	n—k n-2s+k 
1) 'p' 	
- ( 
q1 - "2(n—s) ' 2(n—s) 
I = 1 n-2k+2s provided 0 
Remark 3.1.4. (i) Part (i) above is the intersection of the lines 1 = + 	'and 
(ii) Part (ii) of the above relies on a Sobolev embedding technique for finite 
fields. It gives some improvement on the interpolation of part (i) with (0, 0) but 
does not give any information on the line 1 = . 
3.1.3 Statement of theorem 
The main theorem is split into two cases. The first part is concerned with those 
mappings h for which Im(h) contains an s-dimensional hyperplane for s such 
that 0 < s . The second part describes bounds for mappings h with IM(h) 
containing an s-dimensional hyperplane for s such that < s < k - 1. Before 
stating the main theorem we make the following definition. 
Definition 3.1.5. Let i e N and t3 E F.k for j such that 1 <j < i. We define 
the mapping W 	-+ F.n by 
	
t) = —h(t 1 ) + h(t2 ) + 	+ (— l)h(t). 
Theorem 3.1.6. Let ri,k e N with n > 2, k such that 1 < k < n — i. Let 
h : F -+ F be a polynomial map. 
(a) If 
kin 
and h satisfies the condition 
max {(t 1 , . . . t_) e Fr_k : W 2 _ 1 (t 1 ,. . . t_) = a} 	CIFIn_k  
aEF 
for a constant C independent of IF 
\ Then (3.1) holds for (, ) in the convex hull of (0, 0), (1, 1) (0, i) and 	
I  




and h satisfies the condition 
max l{(ti,. . .tn_s) E Fk 	: 41 (t 1 , 	. t) = all 	CIFI aEF 
for a constant C independent of IFI. 
(n +k-2s 	-k n 	
) Then (3.1) holds for (, ) in the convex hull of (0, 0), (1, 1) (0, 1) and 2(n s) '2(n s) 
I n+k-2s n-k \ except at the end point 2(ns) 2(ns).. for which we have the restricted weak-type 
bound only. 
Remark 3.1.7. (i) The second of these two bounds ( (b)  ) is a partial result. 
n+k-2s n-k ' is the intersection of the lines 1 = 1 + 	and I The end-point 2(n-s) 1 2(n-s) ) 	 p 	q n-s 
1 +! = 1. We are missing the triangular regions defined by 
P 	q 
(
n+k-2s n — k 
2(n - s) ' 2(n - ) 
( s(n - k) + (k - s) s(n - k) ) 
(1,1)  
n — s 	n — s 
and 
00 
n+k-2s n—k 	nk—s(n—k)(k—s) 
2(n—s) '2(n—s) kn — s' 	n — s 
(ii) The multiplicity conditions on the mappings W 21 and 'I' 	make sense 
in terms of dimension, for the following reason. In the first instance we have 
Me 
2n - k variables, n equations and 2n - k - n = n - k. In the second instance we 
have k-9 variables, n equations and k'  n = 
As one might expect 
n — k 	 k 
S( 	)>n—k=s>— 
k — s 2 
The proof of Theorem 3.1.6 rests on the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1.8. Given a E R and E C F, with E 0, then 
under the conditions of Theorem 3.1.6 part (a) the restricted weak-type 
bound 
1 	 C / IEI \ E F : 2a > TXE(y) > a}l 	
2n-k (,-_) 	
(3.2)IFIn 
holds with C independent of IFI. 
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1.6 part (b) the restricted weak-type 
bound 
n+k-2s 
C 	1IEI\ n-k e F : 2a > TXE(y) > a}l 	2(n3) (j-j-) 	(3.3) 
a n-k 
holds with C independent of IFI. 
3.2 Proof of Proposition 3.1.8 
3.2.1 The method of Christ 




In the method of Christ we regard (3.4) as a bound from below on the cardinality 
of E. The idea is to fill out E, by an iterative process, using the k-dimensional 
surface defined by h. This process arises from repeatedly applying T and T*  (the 
dual of T ) to XE•  Let 
then after a little rearrangement we see that (3.4) is equivalent to 
< CIE. 	 (3.5) 
Let 
Fltm[ /3 	j7j 	XH(Y)TXE(Y)dY E F 
= 	TxE(y) 	aIHI. 
yEH 	
JEJ 
Substituting for IHI in (3.5) gives us the inequality equivalent to (3.4) 
/3q_pq_pPFfl < CIEI. 	 (3.6) 
3.2.2 Main lemma 
Before stating the main lemma, it is worthwhile to note the following. 
Lemma 3.2.1. The operator dual to T is given by 
(T* g)( w ) = 1 	g(w + h(t)) 
IFV 
tE F 
for g defined on F. 
Proof. This is a standard calculation. 
Notation 3.2.2. For convenience we use the notation 
(f, g) := fy 	
f (y)g(y)dy = 	f(y)g(y). 
E yEF' 
The bulk of the proposition is contained in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Given m E N, E, H,a and /3 as above there exist 
Yo E H 
sequences {5 j } 	and {77j}, ö, r 	(0, 1) depending only on m. 
a family of sets [ft 2m c• c F with 	C 	x F. t ifi=1, 	i 
such that 
> 5c 2 /3 2 IF 	if i is odd. 
ZI > rijc/3IF 	if i is even. 
'I' s :l —E—y0 if  is odd. 
W : Q j —+ H— Yo  if i is even. 
reset 
Proof. First we construct two families of nested sets, {E 2 }, {H 2 } for i such that 
O_<i_<m, where E2+i CE2 and H2+1 CHi. 
Let E0 = E and H0 = H and a, b2 , c2 , d2 e (0, 1) for each i > 1 (we shall give 
the exact values of these numbers in a moment). We define 
{w E E_ 1 : T*XHZ 1 (w) > b 18} 
H2 = {y e H2 _ 1 : TxE(y) > c2 a} 
for i : 1 < i < m. We claim that for each i, E1 and H2 are non-empty subsets of 
F. To see this we argue as follows. 
1 )'+ ' f- 	 5(1'i+2 Since Let b 2 =c = 	, a2 
= (1)i2 and d2 = 
we may observe that we have 
(T* XHO , XE1 ) = (T*XHO,XEO) - (T*XHO,XEO\El) 
Hol 	b 
IEo 






IE 	112 JE J  – 
2 
8— ( 
IE /3 1)2 - 1 ( 1 ) 2\ = 	E 5 1 
 ) 
2. 	(3.7) > 
- IFI n 	43 ) '3WT3 
From which we can deduce that E1 0, as the sum over points in E1 is not zero. 
Similarly since we have 
H1 = {y e H0 : TXE1(y) ~! cia} and fuEl > aIHI, 
we observe that we have 
(XH1, TXE 1 ) = (XHO, TXE 1 ) - (XH O \Hi , TXE 1 ) 
5 1




~ 	 - -- 
IH0I/4 1_(_)2 	( ' )2)  1  	(• 1 )2a HI > 	 - 	 = 
- FI".3 3 4 3 3 	IF I n  
where we have used estimate (3.7) on the first term of the right-hand side. As 
before we can deduce that H1 0. 
Now suppose inducting that we know 
(T*X Hl ,X E ) ~! d_101 
 JEJ 
and (XH,TXE) > 	 I FI 
 HI 	 (3.8) 
LI] 
We prove first that 
(T t XH,XE +1 ) > dip 
JEJ 
IFI n 
The inductive step is 
(T * XH 1) xE2+l ) = (T * xH,xE 2 ) - (T*x H) x EZ\E+l ) 







~ f3jF 	_b+1) 
and we have 
1 	
b 	
1 1 	1 1 i+2 	5 1 )i+2 
- i+1 
- 




For the inductive step on (3.8) we have 
(XH +l)TXE+l) = (XHTXE +1) - (XHAH +1 )TXE +l ) 
El 




j--1 	- c2+i 
and the chain of equalities 
d 	
- 5 1 i+2 1 1 i+2 - 1 i+2 - 
-( 	- ) () 	—at . 
Observe, from the definition of Ei and H, the implications 
 
wEE, = T 2 1 (w) > b/3 
{t e F : w + h(t) E H_1}I > bfilF1'. 	(3.9) 
 
y E H2 ==:> TxE(y) >— c2 a 
== l{t E F : y - h(t) E E211 > cjalFIc. 	(3.10) 
We shall prove the statements (a) to (d) by induction. 
Pick Yo E Hm  54 0 and let 
ft={tiEF:yo—h(ti)E m } 
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By (3.10) IQ j I ~! CmaF, so we take 6 	Cm. Notice also that we have 
Yo + 'I'1(t1) = Yo - h(t 1 ) E Em C E for t 1 E 
Let 
= {(t 1 , t2 ) It1 E Q1,y0+Wi(ti) +h(t2) e Hry _ i } C F X F 
Inequality (3.9) implies that I Q21 > Cm bm _l ao 1F1 2 c. Take iji = Cm bm_ i and notice 
that 
Yo + W 2 (t 1 , t2 ) = Yo - h(t1 ) + h(t2 ) E Hm_i C H for t1, t2 E 2. 
Suppose now that we know that (a) to (d) are true for i such that 1 < i < I < 
2m - 1, for some 1 > 2 ( m > 2 ). We prove (a) to (d) for i = I + 1. 
If 1 + 1 is odd then let 
= {(t1, ... , t 1 ) I (t!,. . . t1 ) E Q1, Yo + W 1 (t 1 ,. . . , t1) - h(t1+1 ) E Em_i}. 
By our induction hypothesis and (3.10) we have the inequality 
i±a .L 
Ii+iI 	T1lo 2 /32 F'Cm_i. 
Take 61+1 = ?]jC m j and the mapping 
Yo + 1F 1 (t 1 ,.. . , t1) - h(t1+1) = Yo + 'T!i+i (t i ,.. . , t1,) E Em _i C E 
for t 1 , . . . ,t1 	e 	as is required. 
If 1 + 1 is even then let 
t1) I (t 1 , . . . , t1) E Q 1, Yo + 1 (t 1 , . . . , t 1 ) + h(t1+1) e Hm_p} 
By hypothesis and (3.9) we have the inequality 
> öibm_L±La 2  /3 2 IF 
Take ]i = Ji b  mi±i  and the mapping 
yo +W j (t i ,...,ti)+h(ti+i ) =yo +Wii (t i ,...,tii ) e Hm -i+l C H. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 	 Li 
We conclude this section with the proof of Proposition 3.1.8. 
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3.2.3 Proof of Proposition 3.1.8 
Proof. For part (i) taking the values p = 	and q = 	in (3.6) we see that n-k
(3.2) is equivalent to 
fi 1 alFInC < E 	 (3.11) 
for a constant C independent of I FI. 
If we let m = in Lemma 3.2.3 then this gives us 
Yo E H 
a family of sets {lj}± with 2-1  having the property 
I2-1l ~ 	 " 11- 1 1F 2 	 (3.12) 
for a constant C independent of IF 
a function 
'I'21 : 	—* E — yo. 
We desire a lower bound on E. We have a lower bound on 	and a function 
-* E — yo . Since the cardinality of a set is translation invariant we 
can use these two pieces of information to get our hands on a lower bound for E. 
If W21 were one-to-one then we would have l2-11 = El. If 'I'21 were 
two-to one then we would have 1 121l = El. Our multiplicity assumption on 
W21 tells us that it is less than or equal to CIF J 7 _ k toone. Combining this 
with (3.12) gives the required bound (3.11) 
For part (ii) taking p = and q 
= 2(n—s) in (3.6) we see (3.3) is equivalent 
to 
n—k 	n-4-k-2s 
/32(k.$) 2(k—s) I F i n < CE 	 (3.13) 
for a constant C independent of I FI. Notice that 
n+k-2s 	n - k 
2(k-s) 2(k_s)+ 
so we take m = 
n—k 
2(k—s) + 1 in Lemma 3.2.3. This gives us 
Yo  e H 
a family of sets {1}8)  with Q2 — +l having the property 
n—k 
I > Ca2(k_8)'/3 	IFI  
k-3 	 (3.14) 
for a constant C independent of I FI 
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(iii) a function 
: 	—* E - yo. 
Now 
n — k 	n — s 
+1= 
k — s k — s 
and the multiplicity hypothesis tells us that 'I' 	is at most CIF -to-one. 
Arguing as we did in part (i) gives the bound (3.13) since 
n — s n — k 
k 	—s 	n. 
k — s 	k — s 
U 
3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1.6. 
We apply the theorems of Subsection 1.3.4 to prove Theorem 3.1.6. 
Proof. Using the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem ( Theorem 1.3.8 ) we can in-
terpolate the bound at (p, q)=(oc, oc) with the bound at (p, q)=(oo, 1). We take 
Po = oo, q0 = oo and Pi  oo, q1 = 1 and K0 = K1 = 1 ( since the bounds at 
(oo, 1) and (oo,00) hold with constant equal to one) in Theorem 1.3.8 to give 
	
If * daILq(Fn) 	MfIILoo(F)  for q such that 1 < q < 00. 
We can use the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem again to interpolate the bound 
at (p, q)=(oo, 1) with the bound at (p, q)=(1, 1). In Theorem 1. 3.8 we take Po = 
00, q0 = 1 and Pi = 1, q1 = 1 to give the inequalities 
f * doin 	 for p such that 1 <p < oo. 
We now focus on the proof of Theorem 3.1.6 part (a). 
To apply Theorem 1.3.10 (the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem ) we 
require the restricted weak-type bound 
1 Ify 	 7 e F*' : TxE(y) > allC 2nk (J 
lEI ) n-k 
 n-k 
for all a E Rt To the left hand side of the above inequality we make the dyadic 
decomposition 
00 




Applying Proposition 3.1.8 part (i) (line (3.2) ) to each piece we have 
j{y E F: TXE(y)l > a} Fl n 
cc 	 n 
lEl C 
: 	 2n -k 
j=O (a2i) 	(w) 
C "lEI" 
2n-k 	 (3.15) 
a 
for some constant C independent of IFI, by summing the geometric series in j. To 
complete the proof of case (a) we apply the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem 
( Theorem 1.3.10 ) twice. 
In the first application we aim to interpolate the restricted weak-type bound at 
(p, 2n k ) ( inequality (3.15) ) with the bound at (p, q)=(1, 1). Observe 
that the inequality 
ITfllL1(F 
implies the corresponding weak-type (1,1) estimate. Thus in Theorem 1.3.10 we 
take Po = 1, q0 = 1 and Pi = 	q1 = 
In the second application we interpolate the restricted weak-type bound at 
(p q)=(::, E) ((3.15) above ) with the bound 
lTfllL(F) < IlfIIo 
2n—k 	2n—k 	1 using Theorem 1.3.10 part (ii). This corresponds to p -  --, q - --- andn—k 
Pi = 00, q = 00. 




We use this section to give an example of a polynomial map that satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.6. 
The main problem here is that the multiplicity conditions in Theorem 3.1.6 
ask us a difficult algebraic-geometric question, that is, how many points are there 
satisfying a given set of equations. As noted in Remark 3.1.7 part (ii) the bound 
we are asked to find in both parts (a) and (b) makes sense in terms of numbers 
of equations and variables. However, in practice such problems are difficult to 
handle and we content ourselves here with an example that relies on Newton's 
identities. 
Example 3.4.1. In this example we aim to satisfy the hypotheses for Theorem 
3.1.6 part (a). 
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Suppose that k, d, n e N, with k < n and kin. For each j such that 1 < j <n 
let 
h(t) := 
where t = (t('),. . . t(k)) E F. We define h : F -+ F' by t '—+ (h, (t), . . . , h(t)). 




	+ . . . + (t) + ((4 	+ ... + (t) - 
.(k) 	d — ((4)d + .. + ()) 
(ti (1))nd +•• . + (t)) + (t)nd  +... + (tnd)  +••• 
- ((41) + 	+ (4i))). 
Given a = (a i ,.. . , a) E Fn we need to show that the system 
(W2._1) m — a n = 0 for m such that 1 <m < ri 	(3.16) 
has less than or equal to CF _k solutions ( for a constant C independent of 
F). Here we have used the notation (W21) m to represent the mth component 
Of W21 . For any m such that 1 < m < n, the component (W2i) m has 
k(2 - 2) = n - k variables with coefficient +1 and n variables with coefficient 
—1. If we fix the variables with coefficient with coefficient +1 ( they are the same 
variables in each equation) then we have a system of n variables and n equations 
of the form given in Lemma 1.5.3. Hence the number of solutions is bounded by 




Throughout this chapter F is a finite field with char(F) > 2. 
4.1 k-planes in F 
Definition 4.1.1. For k, n E N such that 1 < k <n we will describe a subset S 
of F as a k—plane if there exists a e F' and V, a k-dimensional proper subspace 
of Fn such that S = V + a. 
Definition 4.1.2. We describe two k—planes S 1 , S2 contained in Fn as parallel 
if and only if there exists an a E F such that S + a = 52. 
Proposition 4.1.3. Distinct parallel planes do not intersect 
Proof. This is a straight forward calculation. 
Proposition 4.1.4. Let S C F be a k-plane, then there are IF /C k-planes 
parallel to S. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume 0 E S. Now if a E S then 
a + S = S so we have IFI' - F Ik  choices remaining for the translation vector a. 
Pick one of these, say a', and set 5' = a' + S. For any b E 5' we have b = s + a', 
some s e 5, so b+S = s+a'+S = S'. This leaves FI-21FI' choices for the next 
translation vector. If we continue in this way, after r choices of translation vector, 
there will be IF In - rFlc remaining choices for the translation vector. We will 
have no more choices left when IFI - rIF Ik = 0. That is when r = IFI". E 
Proposition 4.1.5. Let n, k E N such that n > 2 and 1 < k <n - 1. 
(a) The number of lines in F,,n containing some fixed point is 
F1' -1 
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The number of (n - 1)-dimensional hyperplanes containing some fixed point 
is 
F1 1  + lF1 2 + ... + Fl + 1 = Fl —1  Fl - 1 
The number of k-planes containing some fixed point is 
- 1 
Fl -1 i=1 
The number of k—planes in Fn is 




Remark 4.1.6. These results may also be found in [10], [9] and [13]. 
Proof. (a) Without loss of generality we can choose the fixed point to be the 
origin. To define a line containing the origin we need to specify a direction 
by choosing some point b E F\{0}. There are lFl - 1 choices for such a b. 
Having picked a point, b, we need to remove all points that lead to the same 
line. i.e. all the points on the line in the direction b. There are IFI - 1 such 
points (not including the origin ). This leaves IFI - 1 - (IFI - 1) choices for 
the second point. After choosing r points we will have IF In - 1 - r(IFI - 1) 
remaining points. There are no more points left when IF —1 - r(lFl - 1) = 
0. That's when r = IF 1 + . . . + 1 
(b) Without loss of generality we can choose the fixed point to be the origin. 
The equation of an (n - 1)-dimensional hyperplane passing through the 
origin is 
aiyi++c nYn =0 	 (4.1) 
for some fixed cei E F with at least one non-zero. We count the number of 
such planes as follows. 
Suppose that c 	0 then (4.1) takes the form Yi + a2 y2 + ... + OZnYn = 0 
(having divided through by c ) and there are lF' such planes since there 
are IF1 choices for each ai such that 2 < i < n. Now assume that a 1 = 0 
and a2 0 0 then dividing (4.1) through by a2 gives y2+a3 y 3 + + a,Yn = 0 
and there are lFl 2 of these planes. 
We continue in this way until we reach the case a 1 = 	= an-1 = 0, 
0, so that (4.1) has the form Yn = 0, and there is only one such plane. 
Adding all the cases together gives IF1' + ... + 1 (n - 1)-dimensional 
planes. 
(c) Without loss of generality we take the fixed point to be the origin. For some 
fixed m > 2 let Nk denote the number of k-planes in F that contain the 
origin. Any k-plane containing the origin can be constructed by taking the 
linear span of a (k - 1)-plane containing the origin and a line containing 
the origin that is not contained in the (k - 1)-plane. The number of ways 
of constructing such a k-plane is 
	
in n-space containing 0 - 	(k - 1)-plane containing Nk 1 	
Number of lines 	 Number of lines in a 
) ( ((  
Using (a) we can evaluate this as 
Nk_l(FI 	+ . . . + 1 - (IF -2  + ... + 1)) = Nk_l(IFI 1  + ... + 
The choice of (k - 1)-plane and line to construct the k-plane in this fashion 
is not unique. If we fix a k-plane then the number of ways of constructing 
this k-plane from a (k - 1)-plane and a line is 
( Number of (k - 1)-planes '\ ( 	Number of lines in the k-plane 
in F containing 0 	) containing 0 but not in a (k - 1)-plane 
Using (a) and (b) we evaluate this as 
(IF Ik_l+.. .+l)(Flk_i+. ..+1_Flk_2_ . .) = IFjk _ i (IF 	 +. . •+i) 
From this we deduce that 
Nk_l(Fl 	+ .. . + IFIk _ l ) 
Nk = F 1 (F' + • +1) 
- Nki (Fc + . . . + 1) - Nk- Fk+l - 1 
- 	(IFI' + ... +1) 	- 	lF 	1 
Part (a) implies that N1 - -  F-i , so we may compute N2 as 
IFI n-1 -1 	(IFI - 1) (F'' - 1) 
N2 N F
2 - 1 = (F - 1) (1F12 - 1) 
and N3 as 
IF1 n-2 -1 	(IF - 1) (IFIn - 1) (lF2 - 1) 
N3 = N2 IF
3 —1 = (IF —1) (F1 2 —1) (IF3 —1) 
Continuing in this way we arrive at 
i-k F n-i-1 
Nk_—fl (Fi-1) 
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(d) By Proposition 4.1.4 there are IFI_k planes parallel to each plane contain-
ing the origin. Hence the number of k-planes in ri-space is 
k 	
- 1 
Fill_k LI I Fi-1 i= 1 
Definition 4.1.7. (i) The term 0-plane (zero plane) will mean a point in F. 
(ii) We shall denote the set of k-planes in n-space by M,k. One should note 
that M, 0 = F. 
Lemma 4.1.8. Let n,m,kE N such that n> 2 and 0<rn<k<n-1. The 
number of k-planes that contain some fixed rn-plane is 
1-1k 	' F j+1 - I Ii=rn+1k 
- 1) 
Proof. We count the number of rn-planes in n-space by fixing a k-plane and 
counting the number of rn-planes inside it. This gives us 
( Number of rn-planes \\ ( Number of k-planes in 
in a k-plane 	) 	in n-space 
rn-planes. Of course we have counted each rn-plane many times. Indeed each 
rn-plane has been counted with multiplicity "the number of k-planes containing 
it", so it follows that 
( Number of rn-planes '\ ( Number of k-planes in 
in a k-plane. 	) 	in n-space. 
- ( Number of rn-planes \ ( 	Number of k-planes - 	
in n-space. 	) containing a fixed rn-plane. 
Whence we have 
( Number of k-planes containing 
a fixed rn-plane 
Fill_k 	k 	(lFIt+l_1) 	,rrn (IFV - j+ 1
_1) 
IIj=1 (IFl-1) I I=i 	(IFI-' - l) 
FIn_rn j-jrn (IFIfl_V+11) V=1 	(IFI'1) 
k = FJm+i( I7' - 1) 
k 
	( I F I' - 1) 
. 
Notation 4.1.9. In the context of Lemma 4.1.8 we denote the set of k-planes (in 
n-space) containing some fixed rn-plane, w E Mn , m , by U,k(w). 
Lemma 4.1.10. In the established notation 




___ 	 k(k+1) _______ 
A1IFI 2 fJ(lFl - 1) 	A2IFI 2 
j=1 
There exist constants A 3 and A 4 depending only on n and k such that 
k 
A3IF I nk - 
k(k 
2 
 -1)  
- 1) < A 4 lF  Ink- k 2 l) 
i= 1 
There exist constants B 1 and B2 depending only on n and k such that 
B i lFl(n _k)(k)  <IMn,kI < 
Using the notation defined in Notation 4.1.9  there exist constants B 3 and 
B4 depending only on n, k and m such that 
B3IFI(n_k)(k_m) < Ufl ,(w) < B4IFI(nk)(k_m) 
Proof. (i) For the bound from above we have 
k(k11) 	 k(k+1) 
(lFlk —1) . . . (lFl - 1)(IFI —1) ~ Fl 2 + (2k - 1)lFl 2 
k(k+1) 
=2 'Fl 2 
We prove the bound from below by induction on k. For the case k = 1 we 
need to show that there exists a constant C1 that depends only on k such 
that 
C1IFI < I FI —1. 
Since char(F) ~! 3 taking C1 = 1 will do. Suppose then that we have the 
inequality 
k(k-1) 
Fl 2 Ck1 :5 (IFI - 1)(lFI2 —1) ... (lFlkl —1) 
for a constant Ck_1  depending only on k. Then we have 
k-1) 
(IFI - 1)(1F12 —1) ... (lFlk —1) ~ 	
k( IFI 2 Ck1 (lFlk —1) 
k(k+1) 	 1 
=lFl 2 Ck1(1-7) 





One repeats the argument used in (i). 





so that we have 
<— I Mn,kl < B 2 FI(n_k))  
Finally notice from the proof of Lemma 4.1.8 that the quantity that we are 
interested in is 
Mn ,k I IMk ,m l 
IMn , m I 
Crunching the numbers produces the result. 
FW- 
4.2 (1, k)-plane Radon transforms 
We begin this section by looking at the k-plane transform in the Euclidean setting. 
Let n, k E N such that n > 2 and 1 < k < ri - 1. We denote by G,k the manifold 
of k-planes that pass through the origin and by H,k the manifold of all k-planes 
in R. For a smooth function f, defined on R7 , we define the k-plane Radon 
transform of f by 
T,k(0, y) 
= I f(x + y)dAk(x), EO 
where 0 E G,k, y e 0±  and )k  is the induced Lebesgue measure on 0. In [5] 
Christ shows the only exponents (p, q) for which T,k maps LP(R) to L(Hfl,) 
are (p, q) such that 
n 
--(n—k)=k 1<p< 	and q(n—k)p'. 
P 	q 
In this section we embark on a study of a generalisation of the k-plane Radon 
transform for finite fields. We call this the (1, k)-plane Radon transform. We 
begin with the definitions and the necessary conditions. 
4.2.1 Definitions and necessary conditions 
Definition 4.2.1. We equip M,k with a "normalised" counting measure so that 
an element of M,k has mass IFIn_kk+1 ( see Lemma 4.1.10 part (iii) ). One 




__  k (k + 1)  
n-k A41F 
 Ink 
<M,kI :~ IFI 	k(k+1) 
A1IFI 2 
WE 
Definition 4.2.2. Let 1, k, n e No with n > 2 and 0 < k < l < n. We define 
the (1, k)-plane Radon transform R1,k L(M,k) —+ L(M, 1 ), for a function 
f e LP(M) by 
(Rl,kf)(w) =  
1CW 
f(s)ds =F (1—k)(k+1) 	f(s).  
sCtLj 
Remark 4.2.3. Choosing k = 0 in the above definition recovers the finite field 
analogue of the i-plane Radon transform. 
As usual we would like to know for which p, q such that 1 <p, q < oo we have 
the bound 
IR 1 ,k flI L q( M , 1 ) 	 (4.2) 
with C independent of IFI. 
Before getting stuck into the necessary conditions it will be useful to calculate 
the dual of Rj,k. 
Lemma 4.2.4. The operator dual to Rtk is given by 
(Rt,kg)(s) 




Proof. This is a standard calculation. 	 LII 
We calculate the necessary conditions as follows. Let s o be some fixed k-plane 
in M,k then taking f = X{,,,} in (4.2) gives 
IIX{SO}IILP(Mk) = ( IFn_1k)(k+1) SEM,k Ix{SO}(5)) = IFI(Th_k 1 
On the other hand we have 
1 1 
(Rj,kx{50})(w) = IFI(1_kX1) 	X{so}() = { 	
vt-x+n 	if 	w 
sE 
sCw 
By Lemma 4.1.10 part (iv) the number of w E M, 1 that contain s o is bounded 
above and below by CIFI(1)(').  Thus we have 
IIRI,kx{so} IL(M1) = ( IFIn1+1 	IR
I ,kx {30}  (w) q) 
WE M,1 
> ( 	1 	F (1)(1)
1 
IFl 1)') q 
1 	1 
= IFI_11 	IFI(1_k)(+1) 
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For (4.2) to hold with C independent of IF1 we must have 
1 - 	1 	 - 	 n —kl 1—k 	
1 . (4.3) (n k)(k+l) < (n 1)(k+1)+(1 k)(k+1) == 	 -
P 	 - 	 n—lpn-1q 
We obtain a second necessary condition by taking g = Xi,,,,}, for some fixed 
wo E Mn ,,, in the dual inequality 
IIRIk gII LPF(M ) 	CIlgll Lg l (Mj) . 	 (4.4) 
On the right-hand side we have 
1 
lX{wo}llL'(M (n-1)(1+1)  	IX{wo}   (w)  	=   Fl(1)(11)   • 
1)   =   
( IF   
1 
wEM1 




_ 1 )( 1 _k) 	j2 X{wo}(W) 
wE M,1 
sCw 
{Fl 1 - 	(n-1)(1-k) 	
if s c w0 
- 0 	else 
So the estimate from below is 
1 
llRkx{wO} IILP'(Mfl,k) = ( IF (nk)(k+1) 	I 
(R k x{ WO }) (s) in') 
sEMj. 




— IFI(n_1)(k+1) 1 
For (4.4) to hold with C independent of IFI we must have 
(n-1)(1+1)____ (n—l)(k+1) 	 1k+1 	1 
+n — ll — k 
	




If we take equality in both (4.3) and (4.5) then the intersection lies at (1 1) =( 1+1 k+1).  'p' q 1 	n+1' n+1) 
Taking this point together with the points (, )=(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1) gives the nec-
essary convex polygon. 
4.2.2 Statement of theorem 
Theorem 4.2.5. (a) If we take k = 0 in the (l,k)-plane Radon transform then 
(4.2) holds for (, ) in the convex hull of (0,0), (0, 1), (1,1) and ) 
except possibly at the end-point(-) where we have the restricted weak- n+1 n+1 
type bound. 
(b) If we take 1 = n - 1 in the (1, k)-plane Radon transform then (4.2) holds for 
'' " in the convex hull of (0, 	(0,1), (1,1) and ( —a--  except possibly 
I fl k+1 ' ) where we have the restricted weak-type bound. at the end-point  
As we shall see from the proof of the above there is a strong sense of duality 
between these two cases. This is only to be expected because of the "almost 
duality" between points and (n - 1)-dimensional hyperplanes. 
The proof of the restricted weak-type bound for the end-point in the case 
k = 0 is contained in Section 4.4 and for the case I = n - 1 in Section 4.5. 
Interpolation of these bounds with the bounds for the corner points (contained 
in Lemma 4.2.6 ) is done in the proof of main theorem, Section 4.6. We discuss 
other choices of 1 and k in Section 4.7. 
We take this opportunity to bound the corner points (1, 1), (0, 0) and (0, 1). 
Lemma 4.2.6. Suppose that (, ) is one of (1, 1), (0, 0) or (0, 1), then for 
f E L(M, k ) the inequality 
IIR i , k fII L ( M , 1 ) 
holds with C independent of IFI. 
Proof. We examine each case in turn. 
L'—L': 
1 	 1 
IR1,kfllL1(M1) 
= 	 F_k)(k+1) 	f(S)X{VEMnkVCW}(s) 
	
wEM,1 	 sEMk 
1 	 1 
f(s)l Fln_11_k 	
X{vEM,k:vCw}(5) 
sEM,k 	 wEM1 
1 
= hf 1L1(Mflk) Fl (1)(1) E X{VEMn,k:VCW} (s) 
WE M,1 
By Lemmas 4.1.8 and 4.1.10 the sum over w E M, 1 is bounded above by a 
constant multiple of Fl(i)(l_Ic), giving the desired inequality. 
L°° -> L°°: 
hlR1,kflhLoo(M,1) = sup 	I V:VCW} 
 
wEM j SE M,k 
1 
If llL00(M) sup 
Fl (1)(k+1) 	1 X{vEMfl,k:VCW}(5) WEM1 	 SEMn,k 
By Lemmas 4.1.8 and 4.1.10 the number of k-planes in any fixed 1-plane is 
bounded above by a constant multiple of FI(1')('). 
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(iii) L0o+Ll : 
1 	 1 
IF(1_k)(k+1) 	
f(S)X{VEMk:VCW}(S) R1,kfIIL 1 (M 1 ) = 
	
wEM,, 	 sEM,k 
1 1 
~ II! IL(M) 	 E 
 
wE M,1 
X{vEM fl ,k:vCw}(S) 
sE Mk 
By Lemmas 4.1.8 and 4.1.10 the s-sum is bounded above by a constant 
multiple of and the w-sum is bounded above by a constant 
multiple of IFI - lxl+l). 
4.3 A game of hoops and poles 
Before getting into the proof of the main theorem ( Theorem 4.2.5 ) we present 
a useful decomposition lemma. 
4.3.1 A game 
Suppose we m numbered hoops and I poles such that 1 < I < m to place them 
on. We place the hoops on the poles according to the following rule. 
R: When all the hoops have been positioned no pole must be empty. 
We want to know how many ways we can put the numbered hoops on the poles 
where the position of the pole does not matter and the ordering of the hoops on 
a pole does not matter. 
Example 4.3.1. If we have three poles A,B,C and four hoops 1,2,3,4 then 
1uIIuu-1uuI1juI 
OMHIHVHUUIgH 
are considered to be identical. While 
1uI 
HER 
is thought of as different. 
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Let A m ,i denote the number of combinations for I poles and m hoops. Clearly 
A m ,i = 1. To compute A m ,2 we argue as follows. For each hoop we have two 
choices, this gives us 2m  ordered positions. To comply with rule R we must 
exclude two of these positions ( when all hoops lie on on of the poles). Given 
any one of the ordered positions there is precisely one other ordered position 
equivalent to it ( by swapping the poles ). So Am,2 = = 2' - 1. To 
compute A m ,3 we argue as follows. For each hoop we have three choices of pole, 
this gives 3 ordered positions. There are () + () (2m - 2) = 3 + 3(2m - 2) of 
these ordered positions that have one or more empty poles ( because () positions 
where all counters lie on one pole and () (2 - 2) positions where there are hoops 
on two poles but not on a third pole ). Given any one of the ordered positions 
there are 3! = 6 other ordered positions that correspond to it. So 
Am,3 
= 	- _3(2 - 2) = 1 (3m_1 - 2 + 1) 
For a general case, suppose we have I poles and m hoops. Let °m,1  be the 
number of ordered positions satisfying the rule R. We have 1m ordered positions. 
We count positions that have one or more empty poles as follows. If all the hoops 
are on one pole then there are () choices of pole and only one way to put hoops 
on it. If we were to put hoops on two poles only then there are () choices of 
pole and °m,2  ways (ordered ) that we can put hoops on these two poles. So in 
general if we place our hoops on r poles such that 1 < r < I - 1 then there are 
() choices and °m,r ways (ordered ) of placing them. Thus we have 
Om,1Im _(()Om ,1+()Om,2++(I I l)Om ,1_1) =im_()Om ,j 
Recursively substituting for the °m,j gives us the formula 
Om,i Imj(f) 
jj=1 	+ 	Gl j2 




... (2) . 
To compute A m ,j observe that given any one position satisfying R we can 
generate a family of 1! positions satisfying R, by swapping the poles about. So 
0-11 A m ,i = 
yj 
4.3.2 A decomposition lemma 
Lemma 4.3.2. Given m such that m > 2 and a non-empty set 5, we have the 
following decomposition. 
..• 	O(s)O(s)• O(s) 
sjESszES 	SmES 
= A m ,i E 0(s i ) + A r,2 	O(s i )0(8 2 ) 
siES s1ES S2ES: 
S254 S1 
• Am,3 > 0(81)0(82)0(s3) 
s1ES s2ES: 	s3ES: 
S20S1 S30S1,S2 
+Am , m  9(si) . .. O(sm) 	 (4.6) 
	
siES s2ES: 	 smES: 
S2 :AS1 SmOS1,...,Sm-1 
where A m ,i such that 1 < i < m are as in the game of Subsection 4.3.1 and 9 is 
some mapping from S to lit 
Proof. We construct the term with i sums on the right-hand side of equality (4.6) 
by choosing m - i of the s3 (E S) variables of the left-hand side to be equal. The 
number of ways of doing this is given in the game of hoops and poles by taking 
the number of poles as i and the number of hoops as m. Li 
4.4 The k = 0 case 
4.4.1 Statement of proposition 
If k = 0 then the critical index is (L 1'_( i-f-i 1 	In this section we intend to 'p 'q' 'n+i'iI) 
prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.4.1. Let E C F, then 
R1,oxEIILn+i(M,) 	 (4.7) 
for a constant C independent of JFJ and E. 
4.4.2 A hyperplane decomposition 
Definition 4.4.2. Let j E N such that j > 2. Given s 1 , . . . , sj distinct points 
in F, having the property that m (for 1 < m < j - 1) of the vectors s3 - 
s 1 ,. . . , S2 - si are linearly independent, define the rn-dimensional hyperplane 
Am (1,. . . j) := s + span{si - s i  .. .. 2 - Si}. 
Lemma 4.4.3. Given Si,.. . , sj as in Definition 4.4.2  having the property that 
j-1 of s2—s1,.. . sj — s are linearly independent then . ,j) is the unique 
(j - 1)-dimensional hyperplane containing s 1 ,. . . , s3 
Proof. This is a straight-forward verification. 	 LI 
The aim of this section is to decompose the sum 
	
i 	 i 	O(s) ... O(s) 	 (4.8) 
S1EM,k s2EM,k: 
S254 S1 	 Sj0S1,.,Sj_1 
for some 0 : M,k —+ R, into a series of sums whose variables (Si,. . . , s3 ) are 
contained in certain dimensional planes. We begin with an example and then go 
on to develop the general case. 
Example 4.4.4. Take j = 4 and 0 as above then we have 
i 	i 	E E 0(sl) ... O(s4) 
sjEFs2EF: s3EF: s4EF: 
S20S1 S356 S1,S2 54031,S2,83 
= 	
{, 	
0(Si) ... 0(S4)+ 	 0(Si) ... 0(s4) 
sjEF s2EF: s3EF: 	s4EF: 	 s3EF: 	s4F: 
3 20 8 1 	S3EA1(1,2) s4E.A1(1,2,3) s3EA1(1,2) s4EXi(1,2,3) 
+ 	 0 ( 8 1) 0 ( 84)+ 	 0(Si) ... O(s4)} 
s3EF: 	s4EF: 	 s3EF: 	s4EF': 
s3Ai(1,2) 84EA2(1,2,3) 33A1(1,2) s4X2(1,2,3) 
We can represent this type of decomposition as a tree diagram. 
Example 4.4.5. For the j = 4 example above the diagram is as follows. 
83E)1(1,2,3) 	 S3\1(1,2) 
S4EAi (1,2) 	S4 1\1 (1,2) 	s4E\2(1,2,3) 	s4)2(1,2,3) 
Notice that 
Branches taken to the left position Si E Am and that branches taken to the 
right position Si Am. 
If we branch to the left (si E Am) then the leaves of this branch are 5 i+i E Am 
on the left and Sii Am on the right. 
If we branch to the right (s 	A m ) then the leaves of this branch will be 
E Am+i on the left and si Am+i on the right. 
EM 
Using this technique it is possible to decompose the sum (4.8) according to the 
following tree. 
53E)1(1,2) 	 S3)1(1,2) 
	
S4E)q (1,2) 	sjAj (1,2,3) 	s4EA2(1,2,3) 	S4.\2(1,2,3) 
n 
sje).j_2(1, 	Sj\j_2(1, 
sEAj(1..j-1) 	siAi(1..j - 1) 
This tree has (j - 2) levels and 2(3-2)  leaves in the final level. We can identify 
any path from root to leaf with a subset of 13,. . . , j} in the following way. 
Given a path from root to leaf we record, in a set, the variable index each 
time we take a branch to the right. 
Example 4.4.6. The paths in Example 4.4.5 reading across from left to right 
are given by O,{4}, {3}, {3,4} respectively. 
In this way there is a 1 — 1 correspondence between the paths of a tree and the 
elements of Pow({3,. . . ,j}). Given p EPow({3 ... . j}) we denote the correspond-






If p = ja i ,.. . , alp l 10 0 the z j (p) represents the sequence of sums 
s3EF,: Sa 1 EF 5 02 EF': Sa 11 EF 
S3EA1 (1,2) Sal 	Al (1,...,ai —1) Sa2 	X2(1,...,a2-1) Sa11 	'IpI (1,...,a11_ i) 5i 	(1,...,j1) 
This discussion leads to the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.4.7. For j > 3 and 0 : F —+ R we have the decomposition 
j-2 
0(si)...0(sj)=> 	 E E A,(p) 0(s i )...0(s). 
siEF 	sEF: 	 iO pPow({2,...,j}): SiEF *n s2EF': 
IpI=ij 	5254S1 
nil 
4.4.3 Proof of estimate 
We present the proof of Proposition 4.4.1 
Proof. Writing out (4.7) in full we see that we must show 
n+1 	





< C m . 
 In 
wEM,1 	sEF 
This is equivalent to 
in+1 
XE(5)Xw(S) 
-EM,, sEF 	 I 
for a constant C independent of IFI and E. 
Now the term on the left-hand side is 
XE( 5 1) 	XE(Sn+i)Xw(S1) . Xw(Sn+i). 	(4.9) 
WE M n ,i SiEFZ' 	s+iEF 
Applying Lemma 4.3.2 and then Proposition 4.4.7 in succession to the sums over 
s 1 ,. . 	we we-write (4.9) as 
XE(S1)Xw( 8 1) 
wEM,j siEF 
XE( 81)XE( 52)Xw( 81)Xw( 52) 
wEM,1 s l CF.n s2EF.7 : 
S20 8 1 
n+1 	 j-2 
j3 	wEM,j iO pEP0w({3 ,...,j}): siEF s2EF: 
IPI=77 	 52081 
/j(P)xE(S1) . . . XE(Sj)Xw( 8 1) . Xw( 5j) 
where A3 (p) is as stated in Proposition 4.4.7. 
Since all sums are finite we may interchange them without worrying about 
convergence issues. We bound the first term above by interchanging the w and 
S 1 sums 
XE( 5 1) 	Xw(Si) :5 CIEIIFI 11 
S i E F.n 	wEM,, 
Here we have argued that for any fixed point s 1 E Fn there are, by Lemmas 4.1.8 
and 4.1.10, at most a constant multiple of lFl( 1 ) 1 1-planes that contain it. 
The second term is dealt with similarly; interchanging the w and Si, S2 sums 
we see that for fixed s 1 and s2 5i constructs a line. Once again by Lemmas 4.1.8 
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and 4.1.10 the w-sum is bounded above by a constant multiple of IF-1 1-1)  The 
bound is 
XE(S1)XE(S2)Xw(S1)Xw(S2) 
wEM siEF s2EF: 
S2 7A 1 
< 
For the remaining terms we argue as follows. Fix j such that 3 < j < n + 1, 
ij such that 0 < 77 <j - 2, and p e Pow({3,.. . j}) such that IpI = i. Our task is 
to prove the inequality 
i 	I /.j(P)XE(S1) ... XE(Sj) 
	
i 	Xw(Si) . Xw( 5j) 
siEF s2EF: 	 WE M,1 
S20S1 
CIEI 1 'IFI (" 1)1 	(4.10) 
for C independent of IF1 and E. 
If we have taken 77 = l right branches in the plane decomposition (Proposi-
tion 4.4.7) then s i ,. . . ,s3 are contained in an (77+1)-dimensional hyperplane. Lem-
mas 4.1.8 and 4.1.10 then bound the w-sum by a constant multiple of Fl (1)(1(71))  
if 77 + 1 < 1. If ij + 1 > 1 then there are no 1-planes containing the points Si,..  . s3 
so the left-hand side of (4.10) is zero. We estimate the quantity 
i 	i 	Lj(p)xE(si) ... xE(Si) 	 (4.11) 
slEF.n s2EF: 
S2AS1 
by the following method. If j < I + 1 then bound (4.11) from above by IEIj < 
IEI 11 . So we may assume that j > 1 + 1. If p = 0 then for the ith sum we make 
the bounds 
xE(si)<IEI for i such that 3<i<1+1 
sEAi(i,2) 
and 
II 	XE(Si) <Fl for i such that l-j-2<i<rz-i-1. 
sEA (1,2) 
We bound the s, and 82 sums from above by JE l2.  This gives an upper bound on 
(4.10) of 
= 
If p 0 then we suppose that 
p = {a i ,. . . a,} with a 2  <a2+i, 
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and define a0 =2, a,11 :=j+1. For  such that 3< i < j if  e pwe plan to 
make the bound 
XE(Si) < IEI 	some m. 
s 1 E F: 
We think of these as "big" sums since there are FI - IFIm possible choices for 
s. If i V p then we plan to make the bound 
XE( 9i) ( 
3 ; E 
sjEA m _i(1 .... m) 
We think of these as "small" sums since there are less than or equal to I FIrn  
possible choices for s. However if IpI = 71 < I - 1 then we bound 1 - 1 - 71 of the 
largest small sums by J EJ. To do the analysis we must define two quantities, 0* 
and 0. 
Definition 4.4.8. (a) Define 0*  to be the 1 - 1 - r, th largest element of the 
set 13,. ..,j}\p. 
(h) Define 0 to be the index of the largest element of p  {a o } strictly less than 
0*, more precisely we have 
0 := {a2 E p;aj <0*}l. 
We might think of 0 and 0*  as in the following picture. 
Making these estimates we bound (4.11) by JEl2IEI1lFl  where Il is given by 
2= (ai_2_1)+(a2_ai_1)2+.+(ao_ao_l_1)0+(0*_ao_1)(O+1) 
= 0*(G+1)_(1+2+ ... +0)2_(0+1)_(a i +...+ao ) 
Now a 1 ~! 3 and a+i > a2 so we have 
a1 +...+ao>3+4++(0+2)20+0(0+1). 
Whence, we have 
Q < 0*(0 + 1)_0(0+1)_3(0+1)=(0+1)(0*_0_3). 
We have bounded I - 1 - 77 small sums by J EJ so we have 
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Substituting for 9*  gives 
(9+1)(j-1+2+9-0-3) 
(9+1)(n-1) 	using jn+1. 
Thus (4.10) is bounded above by 
7E 1 ' 	 ]n_1 )( 1 _(ii+ 1 )) = l IE l+l 	 < 	1+1 p(n_l)l 
since 0 < ii. 
Thus (4.9) is less than or equal to 
+ 
n+1 	j-2 
+ 	 > 
j3 	i=O pEPow({3,...j}): 
lpI=i 
n+1 	j-2 
= EhlF _1)1{C + CA 1 ,2 + 
j3 	77=0 pEPow({3 .... j}): 
IpI=i 
To complete the proof we observe that the term in the curly brackets is finite and 
is independent of J FJ and E. 	 LI 
4.5 The l=n—lcase 
4.5.1 Statement of proposition 
To tackle the I = n - 1 case we examine the dual operator Rl,k  at the critical 
index (4, 	= (, -Ef). We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.5.1. Let E C Mn ,,-, then we have 
IIR_1,kxEIILn ~ 1(Mfl,k) < CXEIIL± 	 (4.12) 
with C independent of JFJ and E. 
4.5.2 An intersection decomposition 
Definition 4.5.2. Given m (n - 1)-planes w 1 , . . . , Wm we define 
m) :=dim(flw i) 
with the convention that dim(ø) = —1. 
We aim in this section to decompose the sum (for j > 3 ) 
O(w) 	O(w) 	(4.13) 
wiEM,_j w2EM,_1: 	wEM,._i: 
W2 ~4-W1 	WjWj,...,Wj_l 
for some 0: M,_ 1 -+ R, into a series of smaller sums for which the intersection 
of the wi has a particular dimension. The decomposition is based on the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.5.3. Let w E M,_ 1 and v E M, m for some m such that 1 < m 
n - 1 then 
—1 	ifwflv=O 
dim(w fl v) = 	rn if v C w 
rn — i 	else 
Proof. The first two outcomes are clear. If both w, v contain the origin then we 
can use the well-known formula 
dim(w n v) = dim(w) + dim(v) - dim(w U v). 
Here we use the notation w U v to denote the linear span of w and v. Then since 
dirn(w U v) <n we have 
dim(w n v) = dim(w) + dim(v) - dim(w U v) 
>n-1+rn—n 
= M-1. 
We can apply this formula to general w and v by translation of the origin to a 
point in wflv =A 0. In this context we interpret w U v as the (unique - see Lemma 
4.7.1 ) plane of smallest dimension containing both w and v. 	 El 
By analogy with the the k = 0 case we decompose (4.13) according to the tree 
in Figure 4.1. 
If a path terminates with 1(1,... ,i) = —1, for some i, then we make no 
decomposition for the sums over the remaining variables (w+1,. . . w3 ). If we 
ignore the paths that terminate with —1 then we have a binary tree, and we 
may use an identification similar to that of Subsection 4.4.2 with the following 
modifications. Given a path that has j nodes, we assume 1(1, 2) = n - 2 and 
record the variable index each time we take the branch to a middle leaf. We 
make no record if we take a branch to a left leaf. In this way there is a 1 - 1 
correspondence between paths of length j and Pow({3,.. 
. , 
j}). We can write 
down all the paths of length j in sum notation as 
j-2 
I 	'j(P) O(w i ) ... 0(w) 
iO pEPow({3 .... j}): w1EM,_i w2EM,_1: 
p1=71 	 I(1,2)=n-2 
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where A(p) is the symbol we use to represent the sums, for p = {b 1 , . . . , 
w3EM,.l: wb 1 EMfl ,_1: wb 2 EMfl,fl_1: 
I(1,2,3)=n-2 1(1 ,...,b,)=n-3 1(1 .....b2)=n-4 1(1 .....bii)=n-2—IpI I(1,...,j)n-2—IpI 
We deal with the paths that terminate with —1 as follows. For each m such that 
3 < m < j - 1 consider the binary tree with m levels. We can make the usual 
identification between paths in this tree and the elements of Pow({3,.. . , m} ). 
Now observe that each path that terminates with a —1 is a path in a binary tree 
of m levels followed by a —1. For fixed j > 4 we can write down all the paths 
that terminate with —1 as 
j-1 m-2 
A m (p) 9(w) ... O(w) 
m=3 7 =0 pEPow({3,...,m}): w1EM,1 w2EM,_1: 
p1=7 	 I(1,2)=n-2 
where the symbol A m (p) represents the sums, for p = {ci ,. . . c11}, 
W3EMn,n_1: 	W1 EM, 1 _i: 	w 11 EM,-j: 
1(1,2,3)=n-2 1(1 .....ci)n3 I(1, ... ,cii)=n-2—IpI 
wmEM n , n _i: Wrn+iEMn,n_j 
The above discussion leads us to the following Proposition. 
I(123) 	 1(1.3) 
-' 	-" 	-  
=,'-j+1 	=, -j 	=-1 




Proposition 4.5.4. For j > 3, with the notation defined above we have the 
decomposition 




wiEM,_i W2EMn,n_1 W3EM n , n _1: 
I(1,2)=n-2 I(1,2,3)=-1 
j-1 m-2 
A m (p) O(w)O(w) 
rn=3 77=0 pEPow({3,...,m}): wiEM_j w2EM,_1: 
Ipl='i 	 I(1,2)=n-2 
j-2 
+ 	 z(p) 9(w i )••O(w) 
7=0 pEPow({3 .... j}): wlEMn,n_i W2EM n ,n _1: 
I(1,2)=n-2 
for some mapping 0: M,_ 1 —* R. 
4.5.3 Proof of estimate 
We present the proof of Proposition 4.5.1. 
Proof. Writing (4.12) out in full, we need to show that 
(IFI(nIk ) ( k +l yJ 	F' 	XE(?11)X{nEMn,n_i:sCu}(11') 	) 
n+11 




This is equivalent to the bound 
n+1 
Y. XEX{uEMn,n_i:sCu} 	 (4.14) 
SEMk wEM,_i 
with C independent of IFI and E. We multiply out (4.14) and apply decomposi- 
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tion Lemma 4.3.2 and Proposition 4.5.4 to give 
XE(w1) 	jI X{uEMn,n_i:SCu}('Wl) 	 (4.15) 
	
wiEM,_j 	SEM,k 
+A+1,2 E i 	XE(w1)XE('w2) E X{uEMn,n_i :SCu}(W1)X{uEM n , n _l :sCu}(W2) 




+ E A ±1,3  12 	>12 	>12 	>12 
j=2 	77=0 pEP0w({3,...,j}): wiEM,_i w2EM,_1: 
IvI=i 	 I(1,2)=n-2 
j (P)X(wi) . XE(Wj) 	X{uEM n , n _i :sCu} (wi) . . . X{uEM,_1 :sCu} (wi) 
SE M ,k 
(4.17) 
n+1 	j-1 m-2 
>12 	>12 	>12 
j=3 . 	m=3 77=0 pEPow({3,...,rn}): wiEM,_1 w2EM,_1: 
IpI=i 	 I(1,2)=n-2 
Am(P)XE(W1) . XE(Wi) >j X{uEM, n _i :scu} (w1)x{UEM,_ l  :sCu} (wi) 
SE 
>1 
wiEM,_i w2EM,_1: w3EM,_1: 
I(1,2)=n-2 I(1,2,3)=-1 
XE(w3) 	X{uEM n , n _ 1 :sCu}(W1) . . . X{uEM n , n _ i : sCu}(W3) 
SE Mfl ,k 
-l-A721,2 	>12 >1 XE(W1)XE(W2) 
wiEM,_i w2EM,_1: 
I(1,2)=-1 
X{uEM n n_i :SCu}(W1)X{uEM n , n _l :sCu}(W2) 
SE M ,k 
Of the above sums, in those for which the intersection of the wi is empty we can 
evaluate the sum over s E M72 ,k as zero since there are no k-planes contained 
in this intersection. We use Lemma 4.1.8 to evaluate the sum over s E M72 ,k 
in the remaining terms. The lines labelled (4.15) and (4.16) are bounded by 
CEF_l_k)(l) and CIE l 2 FI(72 _ 2_c)(i) respectively (both of which are less 
than or equal to JEJ 72_kIFI(72_l_k)(l) ). This leaves the term labelled (4.17). 
Given p e Pow({3,.. . , j}) such that IpI = i ( for some r, ) the dimension of the 
intersection of the corresponding L 3 (p) is n - 2 - i. If k < n - 2 - ,q then we 
bound the sum over s E M72 ,k by CIFI(72 _ 2__/c)(!l). If k > n - 2 - ij then there 
are no k-planes contained in this intersection and the sum over s e M72 ,k is zero. 
Now we turn our attention the bounding of the wi sums. If p = 0 (77 = 0) 






I(1,2)=n-2 	1(1 .....j)=n-2 
If j < n - k then (4.18) is bounded above by IEI_c. If j > n - k then we make 
the bounds 
XE(Wz) <IEI for isuch that 1 <i<n—k, 
w E M , - 1 
and the bounds 
XE(Wz) < CIFI 	
m1 	12)) 
 CIFI for i such that n—k+1 < i < j 
w 1 EM,_1 
Then (4.18) is bounded above by 
1E_Fl3_(n._k) < lEIn_klFlk+l since j < n + 1. 
If p 0 then let 
p={ai ,...,a,} with a<a2+i , 
and let a 0 = 2, 	j + L. Now fix j such that 3 < j < n + i, 77 such that 
1<71< j-2 and p E Pow({3,...,j-2}) such that IpI =1]. Our task isto 
estimate the series of sums 





Our plan is to make the following estimates on the w i-sum i such that 3 < i <j. 
If i e p then we take 
XE(Wi) < JEJ some m 
I(1,...,i)r=m 
We think of these as the "big" sums. If i p then we take 
i 	XE(Wi) 	CIFI (m_ (n_ l))(n_ l _m ) = ClFl7l m 
I(1,...,i)=rn 
using Lemma 4.1.8. We think of these as the "small" sums. However if 77 
n - k - 2 then we bound n - k - - 2 of the largest small sums by JEJ. The 
quantities 0 and 0* ( as seen in the proof of Proposition 4.4.1 ) play the same 
role. We redefine them in the present context to be absolutely clear. 
01 
Definition 4.5.5. (a) Let 0* be the n - k - - 2 th largest element of the set 
{3,...,j}\p. 
(b) Define 0 to be the index of the largest element of pU {ao } strictly less than 
more precisely we have 
0 : =l{ajE p: ai< 0*}I. 
We estimate (4.19) -by I E 2 lEIn_c_77_ 2 IEI77IFI where Il is given by 
= (a1 —a0 - 1)(n —1--- (n —2)) + (a2 - a1 - 1)(ri —1— (n —3)) + .. .  
+(ag — ao_i — 1)(n - 1 — (n _0_l))+(0*_1_ ag)(n __ 1 — (n - 0 - 2)) 
= 0*(0+1)_2_( ai + a2 ...+ ao)_(1+2+ ... +0+(0+1)) 
Now a1 ~! 3 and a+i > ai so we make the bound from below 
ai+...+ao>3+4+ ... +(0+2) 
=20+ 0(0+1). 
Thus we have 
ci < 0*(0+1)_3(0+1)_0(0+1) = (0+1)(0*_0_3) . 
We bounded ii - k - - 2 "small" sums by I E I so we have 
so that, rearranging, we see that 0*  is given by 
0* = j - (n - k) + 30. 
Substituting for 0*  gives 
ci< (0+1)(k+1). 
Collecting the pieces together we bound (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17) by 
n+1 




j=2 	771 pEPow({3..... 
jpj=ii 
n+1 
EI n_k IF_1 _k)(1) {C + A 1 , 2 C + 
n+1 	j-2 
+ i: 	Cl. 
j=2 	77 1  pEPow({3,...,j}): 
IP1=77 
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Here we have used 
(n—r,-2—k)(k+1)+(O+1)(k+1) = (k+1)(n-1 —k-17+O) 
<(k+l)(n—l—k) using O<ij 
Once again, to complete the proof, we observe that the term in the curly brackets 
is finite and independent of IF1 and E. 
4.6 Proof of main theorem 
We apply the theorems of Subsection 1.3.4 to prove Theorem 4.2.5. 
Proof. We begin by interpolating the bounds of Lemma 4.2.6 using the Riesz-
Thorin convexity theorem ( Theorem 1.3.8 ). We interpolate the bound at 
(p, q)=(oo, oo) (Lemma 4.2.6 part (ii) ) with the bound at (p, q)=(oo, 1) (Lemma 
4.2.6 part (iii) ) to give the inequalities 
IRi,kfMLq(M, 1 ) 	 for q such that 1 < q < 
We also interpolate the bound at (p, q)=(oo, 1) with the bound at (p, q)=(1, 1) ( 
Lemma 4.2.6 (i) ) to give the inequalities 
Rj,kfllL1(M 1 ) 	 for p such that 1 < P 
For case (a) of Theorem 4.2.5 we begin by observing that Proposition 4.4.1 
implies the restricted weak-type estimate 
E F.' : TXE(y)j > a}1 < C / 
-a'' 
(wi)1+'  a E R 	(4.20) Fln 
with constant C independent of IFI and E. We interpolate the bound (4.20) with 
the weak-type bound at (p, q)=(1, 1) (implied by Lemma 4.2.6 part (i) ) using the 
Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem ( Theorem 1.3.10 ). Finally we interpolate 
the bound (4.20) with the strong-type estimate at (p, q)=(oo, ) ( Lemma 4.2.6 
part (ii) ) using Theorem 1.3.10 part (ii). 
The proof of Theorem 4.2.5 part (b) follows from applying the above method 
to the inequality of Proposition 4.5.1. 	 LI 
4.7 Other cases 
4.7.1 Big sums and little sums 
We begin this section with a lemma that will facilitate the subsequent discussion. 
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Lemma 4.7.1. Let k > 1 and r > 2. Given s 1 ,.. . s E M,k (distinct) there 
exists a unique plane of smallest dimension, say m, that contains each of the 
S 1 , •• 
Proof. Clearly there exists a plane that contains all of the s, since they are con-
tained in n-space. We list all the planes that contain the s 1 ,.. sr  then suppose 
that the smallest dimension of these is m. If there are two distinct planes v 1 ,v 2 
of dimension m then dim(v j n v) < m - 1. Since the s, . s, are contained in 
v 1 nV2 this gives a contradiction. U 
Notation 4.7.2. In the context of Lemma 4.7.1 we shall use the notation d(1, . . . , r) = 
m to describe the dimension of the plane of smallest dimension containing the 
planes Si,.. . Sr. 
When bounding Rj,k,  in the k = 0 and I = n - 1 cases, we identified what we 
called "big" and "little" sums. In the k = 0 case we encountered a "big" sum 
when we chose si A n and a "little" sum when we chose si E Am. In the 1 = ii - 1 
case we noticed a comparable phenomenon ( see Subsections 4.4.3 and 4.5.3 ). 
For the general bound Rj,k : L +' —+ L k+1  we need to prove the inequality 
k+1 
XE(5)X{vEMn,k:vCw}(5) 	CIF_t)(i_k)IE k+1 	 (4.21) 
wEM,1 sEM,k 
By analogy with the k = 0 case we should ( when n11 is an integer ) multiply 
out the s e M k  sums. If these sums are in the variables s i ,. . . 	E M k  then k+1 
having decomposed these sums via Lemma 4.3.2, we have a series of sums in the 
variables s, . . . , sj for j such that 1 < j < 	Fixing j such that 1 < j < 
the natural analogue of the binary tree decomposition ( see Subsection 4.4.3 ) is 
as follows. 
Fix s 1 , decompose the 82  sum into sums for which 
d(1,2)=k+1,k+2,...,min{2k+1,n}. 
Then decompose the 83 sum into sums for which d(1, 2,3) = d(1, 2) + i, where i 
is such that 0< i < min{2k+1,n—d(1,2)} and so on until we have decomposed 
all the si sums for i such that 1 < j < J. 
With this decomposition we no longer have the notion of an sj sum being 
"big" or "little" since the change in value from d(1, 2) to d(1, 2, 3) need not be 
at most one. Thus we are not able to make the simple bounds that were used 
in the k = 0 ( or 1 = n - 1 ) case. As the following examples illustrate this also 
leads us to consider how the s i relate to one another (i.e. considering the values 
of d(1, 3), d(3, 4), d(1, 4), d(2, 3,4) etcetera). 
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4.7.2 Some examples 
In this subsection we look at some examples of the operator R 1 , 1 for particular 
choices of n and 1. 
Example 4.7.3. In this example we prove the following sharp result. 
Lemma 4.7.4. Let n = 5, k = 1 and 1 = 3, then for E C M5 , 1 the inequality 
	
1R3,1XE11L3(M53) 	CIlXEML(M) 
holds with C independent of JFJ and E. 





X{vEM,1:vCw}(S1)X{vEM5,l:vCw}( 52)X{vEM5,1 :vCw}(83 	CIF L4LEL2. 
WE M5,3 
(4.23) 
We focus on the sum 
A5,3 	i 	i 	XE(S1) .. . XE(52) 
s1EM5,i s2E]W5,1: s3EM5,1: 
S2 ~'-S1 83$81,32 
X{vM5,1 vc}( 8 i) . X{vEM5,i :vCw}(S3), 
WE M5,3 
the remaining parts of (4.23) are easily seen to be bounded by CIF L 4 LEL 2 . 
As pointed out in Subsection 4.7.1 one approach is to decompose the sums in 
S1, S2, 83 according to the following tree. 
d(1) = 1 
d(1,2)=2 	d(1,2)=3 
d(1,2,3) = 2 d(1,2,3) = 
3 d(1,2,3)=3 
We have missed out the branch d(1, 2, 3) = 4 in the second level because 1 = 3. 
Of the remaining cases d(1, 2) = 2, d(1, 2,3) = 2 and d(1, 2) = 3, d(1, 2,3) = 3 are 
easily checked. In the first case we bound the sum over w E M5 , 1 by CIF  I2,  and 
then the sum in 83 by I M2 , 1 1 < CIF  12.  In the second case we bound the sum over 
w  M5 , 1 by one and the sum over 83 by I M3 , 1 1 < CIF  L4.  The term of interest is 
i XE(S1)XE(82)XE(82). 
s1EM5,1 .s2EM5,1: s3EM5,1: 
S2$ 8 1 	S30S1 , 8 2 
d(1,2)=2 d(1,2,3)=3 
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Here we need to be a little more careful in our approach. We decompose the sum 
in s3 according to the position of the 83 line relative to the s and s2 lines. The 
decomposition is described by the following tree. 
d(1,2,3) = 3 
d( 1 ,3(1,3=2,dl,3)=3,d(1,3)=3, 
d(2,3)=2 	d(2,3)=3 	d(2,3)=2 	d(2,3)=3 
I II III IV 
i We deal with each of these cases n turn. 
I: If Si and s2 are parallel then 53 is parallel to s1 and 82,  there are 1F14 - Fl 
choices for such an s3. If s1, 82  are not parallel then s1, s2, s3 have a common 
point, for if not one of d(1, 3), d(2, 3) is three. Thus there are IFI' + IFl3  + 
IF 12   choices for s3. 
II, III: These are symmetric in the sense that the roles of s and S2  are interchange-
able, so we consider only the case III. Since d(1, 3) = 3 and d(1, 2, 3) = 3 82 
must be contained in the 3-plane defined by s1 and s3. Interchanging the 
2 and 83 sums then allows us to bound the s2 sum by IM3 , 1 1 CIF 14. 
IV: Here we use the same argument described above; interchanging the S2 and 
S3 sums and then observing that S2  lies in the 3-plane defined by Si  and s3. 
U 
Now we discuss a more complex version of the above that we do not yet 
understand. 
Example 4.7.5. We take k = 1, 1 = 5 and n = 7 so that 	= 4, (n-1)(1—k) = 8 
and 	= 3 ( see (4.21) ). One of the terms of interest' is 
XE( 51)XE(S4) 	 (4.24) 
Si EM7,i s2EM7,i S3EM7,1 	S4E!V17,1 
S20Si 	530S1, 5 2 S45;4-51,S2,S3 
d(1,2)3 d(1,2,3)=4 d(1,2,3,4)=5 
and we need to show that this is less than or equal to CIFI8 IEI 3 . Ideally we 
would like to interchange the sums of (4.24) so that the first three construct a 
five dimensional plane and the elements of the fourth sum are restricted to this 
5-plane. We need to show that when such an interchange of sums is not possible 
then the number of ways of constructing the 5-plane is less than or equal to 
CIFI8. One feels the answer to this problem lies in how the the lines (and groups 
of lines ) lie relative to one another; i.e. the values of the quantities d(1, 2), 
d(1,3), d(2,3), d(1,2,3), d(1,2,4), d(l,3,4), d(2,3,4) although to date we have 
no sensible strategy on how to exploit these relationships. 
we have used Proposition 4.3.2 and selected the term with Si,. . . , S4 distinct. We have 
also bounded the sum over w E M7,5 by 1. 
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We can side-step the above problem by choosing 1 = k +1. Such a move forces 
d(1,2) > l=k+1. 
Example 4.7.6. In this example we prove the following sharp proposition. 
Proposition 4.7.7. Let k = 1, 1 = 2, n> 3 be odd and E be a non-empty subset 
of M, 1 . Then the inequality 
IIR21XE11j 	< CIIxEIIL(M) 
holds with C independent of JFJ and E. 






Since n is odd 	is an integer so we multiply out the sums over s E M, 1 and 
interchange them with the sum over w E M, 2 . Applying Lemma 4.3.2 to the 
sums over 	we need to show that 
XE(81)XE(5j) 
siEM,j 52EM,1: 53EM,i: 	S 3 EMn ,1: 
8 208 1, 	S30Sj ,S2, Sj81 ,...,S 3  1, 
d(1,2)=2 d(1,2,3)=2 	d(1,...,j)=2 
X{vEMn,i:vCw}(51) . X{ v EM ,j:v C w }(5j) 	CFjE 	(4.25) 
WE M,2 
for j such that 1 < j 	Here we have also decomposed the si sums so that 
d(1,. . . , i) = 2, and taken advantage of the fact that I = k + 1 by observing that 
any terms with d(1,. . . , i) > 2 are equal to zero because the sum over w E 
is zero. We assume j > 3, we complete the analysis for the j = 1, 2 cases 
subsequently. 
Clearly the sum over w E M, 2 in (4.25) has only one term. Having observed 
this the left-hand side of (4.25) is, using Cauchy-Schwarz, less than or equal to 
XE(S1))( 	 ... 	
xE81...xEsj2). 
siEM,i 	 siEM,i S2EM n,. 	S 3 EM,i. 
8208 1, 	8joS1 .... Sj_1 
d(1,2)=2 d(1,...,j-1)=2 
(4.26) 
So now we need to prove the inequality 
XE( 5 1) 	XE( 5j) < CIF l22 IEl 2 . 
siEM,i 52EM,1: 	sEMi: 
8 254 S1, 	Sj54 81 .... Sj_j 
d(1,2)=2 d(1 .....j-1)=2 
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We do this by multiplying out the squared term and interchanging these sums 




XE( 82 )xE( 	) 
SjEMn,1 	s 2 EM,i: 	s 2 EM,i: 
(1) 	(1) 	(2) 	(2) (2) 	(2) 	(2) (1) 	(1) 	s S2 S1 2 ~ j 	 Si ~Si Sji 
X{s 1  :d(s',$)=2} (si) 	X{SEM fl i:d(s (1)2 •••s (1)  ,$)=2} (Si) 
siEM,i 
X{SEM:d(s 2(2)  ,$)=2} (si) 	X{SEM i  :d(s2,...,s2,$)=2} (s i ). (4.27) 
Here we have abused the notation, describing the dimension of the plane of small-
est dimension containing 	. . S ' by . 
We know that 	s lie in a common 2-plane, call it P1 , and that 
$2),. s lie in a common 2-plane, call it P2 . The evaluation of the sum over 
S1 E M, 1 relies on the relationship between these two planes: we observe that s 1 
must be contained in both P1 and P2 . There are several cases to consider. 
If P1 and P2 have empty intersection then the sum over s 1 E M, 1 is zero. 
If P1 and P2 intersect at a point then the sum over S  E M, 1 is zero. 
If P1 = P2 then there are less than 1M2 , 1 1 :5 C I F 12 possible choices for s. 
This leaves us the quantity 
> 	XE(S 2 	xE ( 8 (.2) ) ) 
(2) 
	
s3EM,i: 	42 EMn,i: 	S EM,i: SM EMn 1: 	 (1) 	(1) (2) 	(2) (2) 	(2) 	(2) (1) 	(1) S ~Si  .... S . 	S2 ~Sj 	
S 	
O
Si ' 5j-1 
S 2 S1 	 .1 
(1) 	(1) d(s 2 ,...,s 	)=2 (2) 	(2) d( 
Si )=. 
w ith to bound. By fixing s2(1)  and s3(1)  d(s2 , s3(1) 
) 
= 2 we construct P1 = P2 . 
Since all remaining lines lie in this 2-plane we may bound all other sums by 
1M2 , i I :5 CIF 2 . Thus (4.27) is bounded by (in the case P1 = P2  ) 
< 
using 3 < j 
If P1 and P2 intersect in a line then the sum over s 1 e M, 1 has one term; 
the intersection of P1 and P2 . Thus we are left to bound the quantity 
CIF l2.. .  
SEMn,i: 	2EM1 
(1) (2) 	(2) (1) 	(1) 	S 	S 




d(s2 ••s  )=2 
I 2 ) .. XE(S (.2) ) 
(2) 
s EM,j: 
(2) 	(2) 	(2) 
Si 
 OS 	'••5j-1 
d(s 2 ,...,s 2 )=2 
(4.28) 
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(1) 	(1) 	(2) 	(2) 	 (1) 	(1) Now if all of 2 • . . , s , ,. . . , s3 are parallel then we fix s2 and s3 
to define P1 . Because P1 and P2 intersect in a line there must be at least 
one 2)  that does not lie in P1 . Re-ordering the sums appropriately, we fix 
this line, there are less than F1' choices for it. There are I F1 possibilities 
for P2 
 ( 
the number of planes containing s i





, than Fl lines to define each possibility. Thus, if we fix some s, for  
to define P2 we can bound the sum in s by Fl2. The remaining sums are 
bounded by I FI. Thus (4.28) is bounded by 
< ClEl2lFl2-2 
using 3 < j 
(1) 	(1) 	(2) 	(2) 	 (1) 	(1) If the s2 ,. . . , s 3 2 , s ,. 	s3 have a common point the we fix s2 and s3 
In- 1 	 (2) 	. 	 (1) 	(1) 	(2) to define P1 . We have less than CIF I choices for s2 since S2 S3 , s2 
have a common point. We know that P2 and P1 intersect in a line that 
contains the common point of , s, sr,. . , s so there are less than 
CIFI possible choices for P2 (the number of lines in a 2-plane containing a 
fixed point 
) 
and less than CIFI  possible choices for s that can give each 
possible P2 , so we can bound the s sum by CIFI2. All remaining sums 
can be bounded by CIFI since each line must contain the common point 
and lie in one of P1 or P2 . Thus we bound (4.28) by 
ClEl 2 lFln_3+2( 4 i _ 1) = 
fl using 3j n 2 
The key to the remaining cases lies in noticing that we can arrange the sums 
so that the first two define the (unique) 3-plane that contains both P1 and 
P2 . We then use two other sums to define P1 and P2 , all remaining sums 
are bounded by I M2 , 1 1 < CIF 12. 
If 	. . . , s, 42) ,. . , 	 are not parallel or do not have a common pointSi 
then because s, . . . , s are contained in a 2-plane that intersects the 2- 
(2) 	(2) 	 . 	 (1) plane defined by s2 ,.. . , s there must be two lines that are skew, say s 
(2) 	 . and s , for some z and z. We rearrange the sums of (4.28) so that the 
S and s sums come first. Then fixing  s! ' ) and s we notice that any71 




is either parallel or intersecting s 	inside the 3-plane 
defined by and s thus there are less than CIFI3 choices for such a 
line to define P1 . Applying a similar argument to s to define P2  ( and 
observing that all remaining lines are now contained in P1 or P2 
) 
we may 
bound (4.28) by 
IE IF ~ c1E121F14(!!+i_1)_2 	clEl2lFl2-2 
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using 3 < j 
To complete the proof we return to the j = 1, 2 cases. 
If j = 1 then we need to prove the inequality 
	
XE( 9 1) 	X{vEMn,1:vCw}(9i) < CIF In-2  JEJ 2 
siEM,i 	wEMn ,2 
Using Lemmas 4.1.8 and 4.1.10 to bound the sum over w E M, 2 by CIF I2, the 
above is clear. 
For the j = 2 case we follow the argument of the j > 3 cases up to line (4.26). 
We must prove the inequality 
2 
XE(Si) 	XE( 82) :5 CIF l22 lEl 2 . 
siEM,i 	S2EM,i: 
5 2 ~'- S 1, 
d(1,2)=2 
Here we have inserted the function XE(sl)  that we can get through a more careful 
application of Cauchy-Schwarz in the line (4.26). Multiplying out, we have 
(1) 	(2) i 	XE(S2 )XE(S2 
SMEMnj 42 EM,i 
xE( S i)X{SEM l :d(s,41)=2} 1{sEMn,i:d(s,s2))zr2} (si). I 	 .
Sj E M,1 
(1) 	(2) 	 2 	 (1) Now if s2 = s2 then the above, is of course bounded by El . Thus we fix s2 
and s assume that 
41) 42).  There are three cases to consider when bounding 
the sum over s1 E Mn ,,. 
If $1)  and s are parallel then we have less that IFI 1 choices for s1. 
If s and s intersect then s contains the point 
41) 
 fl s since if not s1 
is skew to one of s (1)  2 , s2 (2) . Thus we bound the s1 by CIFI 
If 41) and 42)  are skew then s1 must intersect both $1)  and 42).  thus there 
are I Fl 2  possible choices for s1 
This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
Finally we remark that this attack is only effective in the k = 1 case because 
the exponent in line (4.26) is in general 1 
( 
having applied Holder's inequality 
at this stage 
) 
and this is an integer if and only if k = 1. 
Appendix A 
Proofs of Theorems 2.2.2 and 
2.2.3 
A.1 A special case 
It will be useful to prove the cases of Theorem 2.2.2 that correspond to all coef-
ficients being squares first. 
Lemma A.1.1. Fix c E Q' then for —1 E Q' 
(i) 
IF1 - FI n 2 if n 0 mod 4 
- 
IFI n 2 1 if 	1 mod 4 
{YeF=Y.YH={ FI n-1 + IFI n 2 ifn2 mod 4 
F1'+FIT' ifn3 mod 4 
FI n-1 + IFI n 2 	 ifn0 mod 4 
IFI'—F ifn2 mod 4 
F'+jFI 	ifn1 mod 4 
IFI - if n 3 mod 4 
and for —1EQ 
(iii) 
ifn0 mod 2 





} lF 1 + IF 2 if n 1 mod 2 
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Proof We shall prove by induction each of the four statements. Let —1 E 
then if n = 2 then we wish to compute 
The argument we give is one that will be used repeatedly, thus we give a detailed 
explanation. 
We rewrite the equation as = E - y and then observe the following. 
If€—y=0theny=0soy 1 =0. 
If 6 - ye Q' then there are no Yi  such that y = - y. 
If s - y22  Q then there are two values of y ' such that Yi = - y, since 
Y1 = a (for a e Q ) has two solutions ( ±a  ). 
Using these observations we have 
= 0 .1 {y2 E  Fls - 	e Q'H + i.l{y2 e FJE - = 
+ 2 .l{y2E FlE — yE Q}. 	 (A. 1) 
To evaluate l{Y2 e F 	- 	Q11 we compute, using Proposition 1.4.3 part 
(vi), the sum 
L(—y)= 	 e(k 2 (—y)) 
y2EF 	 kEF y2EF 
1 22 	Fl 
- G(1) 	
e(k 2 E) 	
e(—ky) + G(1) 
k:0O 	y2EF 
1 	 Fl - (G(s) - 1)G(1) + G(1) 
 
1  
- 	{—IFI - G(1) + IFI} = G(1) 
	
—L(-1). 	(A.2) 
- G(1) 	 G(1) - 
Since —1 E Q', L(-1) = — 1 and so it follows that 
{y2EF:—y2EQ}= Fl — i +1= IFI+i 
2 	 2 
Finally there are no Y2  e F such that E - 	= 0, so the second term on the 
right-hand side of (A.i) is zero. Putting the pieces together we see that 
l{ y EF :E=y + y }l=2 2+1 = lFl+1. 
This verifies the case n = 2. 
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Throughout this proof we shall frequently use the notation y = (yi,... , Yn+i) E 
F' and y' = (yi,••• ,y) E F. 
Suppose now that n > 2 and assume that the value of 
I{y'EF :y'y'=}l 
is as in the statement of the Lemma for the integers up to and including n. We 
prove the statement of the Lemma for 
l{yeF' :y.y=El l . 
Using the same reasoning that we demonstrated in the n = 2 case we see that 
{y e F' : E = y . y} 
= {y'E F :E—y'.y'=O} 
+2l{y'EF :—y'.y'eQ}. 
We can calculate the second term on the right-hand side by computing the sum 
1 
Lfr 







e(k 2 (—y'.y'))— Fl 
kEF, y'EF 
1 
e(k2(—y'.y'))+ FI Fl Y , 	Ell 
kOOy'EF 
G(1) - G(1) 
=  G(1) 
1 
 
(G() - i)G(i) 
I F In  
+ G(1) - 
Fl 
C(1) 	' = Ell 
1 
= G(1) 
(L(6)c(1)c(1) - 	 + Fltm - 	Fll{y' 	' Ell) 
(A.3) 
where we have used the abbreviated notation {y'y' = Ell = {y' E F : E---y'•y' = 
O}l. Now E E Q' and —1 E Q' so using Proposition 1.4.3 
L(s) = —1, G(1)" = (L(-1))tmG(1) = (-1)tmG(1). 
This allows us to simplify the terms in the big brackets of line (A.3) as 
(-1)'G(1)' - (-1)tmG(1)tm + I F1tm - Fll{y' . y' = 	:= V. 
Proposition 1.4.3 tells us that G(1) = ±ilFli, so for the cases ri 0, 1,2,3 mod 4 
we use this and the induction hypothesis to evaluate V as 
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0 V = —G(1)FI - Fl + FI - lFI(IF' - 	= —G(1)'. 
n 1:Vn = — IF 2 + G(l) + IFIn- FI(IFI' - FI) = G(1). 
m 2 :Vn = —G(1)' + IFI + IFI - FI(FI' + lF) = —G(1)'. 
n 3 : V = IFI 2 + '-I (1) + IFf - IFKIF' + IFI) = G(1)Th. 
So, using G(1) = ±ilFI 2  again we have 
y' E F': 
E0y ,. y , 
—IFI 121 
I  F n-i 
)  = 
I 	n-i 
ifn0 mod 4 
if n 1 mod 4 
if Ti 2 mod 4 
if n 3 mod 4 
From this we make the evaluation 
{y'EF—y'y'E Q}I= (IF In_ {y'y'=E}D 
—F12 	ifn0 mod 4 
— IFI + IFln2 1 if 	1 mod  + 	—. 1 1FI R2 +IFI2 	ifn2 mod 4 
—F 	 ifn3 mod 4 
Collecting the pieces together gives us 




2 ifn1 mod 4 
IFI n  + IFI n2 ifn.2 mod 4 
FI1 — IFI 	2 ifn3 mod 4 
This concludes the proof of case (i). 
(ii) As before we begin with the case ri = 2. Using the now familiar decom-
position we have 
=0l{y1 EF* 
+ 2{y'  e F : 1 - ye Q}!. 
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Now l{yi E F : 1 
_ y 2 = 0} 1  = O}l = 2 and l{yi e F : 1 - y 	Q}l is computed from 
L(l—y) 	
1 
G(1) 	II iI e(k2(1 - y)) 
yi54 ±l kEF 
1 Fl 
= G(1) i2 e(k 2(1 - 	 - 2 G(1) 
kEF. yjEF. 
1 











Sol{yi CF.  1—y?EQ}l= 1+1 and then we have 
"iFI - 
We now assume, for n> 2 that the value of 
l{y'e F n : y' .y' = 1} 
is as in the statement of the Lemma. Then for Ify E F 1 : y y = 111 we 
decompose in the usual way 
l{yEF':y.y=1}l=I{y'EF:y'.y'1}l+2l{y'EFy'.y'EQ}l. 
To calculate l{y' y' E Q}l we re-run the calculation (A.3) with 6 replaced by 1. 
Thus 
L(1 - . 	 = G(1) (L(I)G(1)U(—I—) n
- G(1) Th + lFl - IFII{y' 
. = 
C F; 
Y' - Y'0 1 
We simplify the term in the big brackets as 
	
- (—l)ThG(1) + I FI - FlI{y' 	111 := W. 
Using G(1) = ±ilF[ ( see Proposition 1.4.3 ) and the in ductive hypothesis we 
evaluate Wn for the cases n 0, 1,2,3 mod 4 as 
n 0 W = G(1)' - lFI + IFI - Fl(lFl1 - lFl 
	
) = G(1) 1 . 
n 1: W = Fl 2 + G(1) + FI - Fl(lF1' - Fl 
	
= G(1). 
m 2 : W = G(1) 1 + IFI + I FIn - Fl(IFl 1  + lFl ) = G(1)'. 
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3 : W = — IFI 2 +G(i)Th + IFI n - IFI(IF' + lFI n -2' ) = G(1). 
Using G(1) = +IFl again we have 
E L(1 - 
y' EF: 
1 oy' . Y' 




if n 0 mod 4 
if n 1 mod 4 
ifn2mod4 
if ri 3 mod 4 
From this we make the evaluation 
{y'EF: 1—y'y'E Q}=FIn_Ry F .y I =1}D 
— 1 F1 121 + IF1121 	ifn0 mod 4 
+ —FJ 1 +IF ifn1 mod 4 
_FI2 	 ifn2 mod 4 
_ 1 1FI 121 ifn3 mod 4 
Collecting the pieces together gives us 




F' :1 = y•yH = 	
F 
F— F 
ifn1 mod 4 
	
F	if n 2 mod 4 
ifn3 mod 4 
This concludes the proof of case (ii). 
(iii) Once again we begin with the verification of the base case n = 2: 
(A.6) 
By calculation (A.2) we see that Ify, : E - e Q}I = hence (A.6)= F - 1. 
As one might expect, we assume, for n > 2, that the value of 
is as in the statement of the Lemma. For I ly E F 1 : y y = 	we decompose 
as usual: 
j{y e F.' +': yy = Ell = {y' E F.: 	= 0}+21{y' E Fn: E—y'•y' E Q}I. 
To evaluate the last term on the right-hand side we re-use the calculation (A.3), 
thus we have 




Now since E e Q and —1 e Q Proposition 1.4.3 tells us that G(1) = ±IFI 21 so we 
can evaluate the term in big brackets as 
	
—G(1)' - G(1) + IFI n - 	= 	:= V. 
Using the induction hypothesis we evaluate V for n 0, 1 mod 2 as 
0 : V = —C(1)"' - IF + IFV - Fl(IFI1 - IFV)=—G (1)n+l  
n 1 :Vn  = — IF + G(1) + IF1 n -  lFI(IFI' - F) = —G(1). 
It then follows, using G(1) = ±F1, that 
{ —Fl 	ifn0 mod 2 
= L(—y'y) ' 	 n-i
—IF ifn1 mod 2 
y' E F: 
EOy' . y' 
From this we make the evaluation 
{y'EF:E—y'y' E Q}l = 
{ —IF 	ifn0 mod 4 
+ —Fl 2 ifn1 mod 4 
Putting the bits of the calculation together we have 
FI—IFI 	ifn0 mod 2 
FF ifn1mod2 
This concludes the proof of case (iii). 
(iv) As we must, we begin with the base case n = 2. We have 
{yEF:y.y=1}={y2EF* : 1—y=0}+2{y 2 EF : 1—yEQ}. 
The first of the terms on the right-hand side, of course, has the value two. For the 
second term we use the calculation (A.5) to give {y e F : 1 - 	= 
whence we have 
{y E F : y y = III = 2 + 
2 (FI2_ 3) = IFI —1. 
Finally, for n > 2 we assume that the value of I {y'  E F y' y' = 1}l is as in the 
statement of the Lemma. Taking the usual decomposition 
{yE F 1  :y•y= III = l{y' E F :y'•y'= 1}+2{y' E F :yy' = 1 }I. 
Re-running the calculation (A.3) with E replaced by 1 gives us 
L(1 - . 	= ci 




Now since —1 E Q and G(1) = +IFl 2 we can simplify the term in the big brackets 
	
- G(1) - + IFI n- FH{y' 	= 1}1:= W. 
Using the induction hypothesis we evaluate W as 
0 : Wn = 	- FI + IF In - FI(lFI'' - IFI) = G(1) 1 
1: W = 	
n+1 
2 - C(1)Th + Fltm  - IFl(lF' + lFl) = —G(I)n. 
Thus 
L(1—y'.')= { F 
	ifn0 mod 2 
Y) n-i 
—lFl ifri1 mod 2 
y' E F: 
1 5ky'y' 
From this we make the evaluation 




-- 	2 	 ifn1 mod 4 
Gathering the pieces then gives 
I F In + IFI 12 	ifn0 mod 2 
{yEF': 1 =YY}l= FlnlFlif fl 1 mod2 . 
This completes the proof of Lemma A.1.1. 	 LI 
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2.2.2 
We present the proof of Theorem 2.2.2. 
Proof. We may assume that d> 1 since the case d = 0 (no non-square coefficients 
) is handled by Lemma A.1.1. 
Fix d > 1, the base case for the induction is n = d, and this is given by Lemma 
A.1.1 since 
Ce 
Notation A.2.1. We use the notation y ( 1d)  to represent (yi,... , Yd)) and y(d+1n) 
to represent (yd+1,.. . ) y) throughout this section as well as maintaining the no-
tation y=(yi ,..., y +i) and y'=(yi,...,y) 
Assume then, for some n> d, we know that 
{y' e F : 1 = 	(1d) . (1,d) + (d+1n) 
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is as in the statement of the theorem. We shall prove the statement of the theorem 
for 
As we saw in Lemma A.1.1 we can write 
{y 6 F' : 1 =a y + ... + cy + 	+ . . + 
= l{y' E F, 	1 = 
ay (1,d) . (id) + (d+1n) . 
+ 21{y'  E F: 1 - ay(1d) . (id) - (d+1n) . (d+1n) E Q}l. 
To compute the last term above we consider the sum 





(1d) - (d+1n) . (d-F1n)) 
(1d) + (d+1n) . (d+1n))) 
Fl 
- G(1) 
I  = ay(ld) . (1,d) + (d+1n) . (d+1n)} 






l{1 = ay(ld) . (1d) + (d+in) . 
1 	(,,, 	• / 	d 	- d Gi m I  
- IFII{1 = 
ay (1,d) . (id) + (d+1n) . y(d+1n)}l) 
1 
= 
G(1) ((_I)dc(1)Giyn - (_1)dG(1)Th + lFl 
- IFII{1 = 
	(1d) . (1,d) + (d+1n) . y (d+1n)}1) 
(A.7) 
We now split the calculation into two cases. Case one will be for —1 E Q' and 
case two will be for —1 Q. 
Case 1. 
If —1 e Q' then G(1) = ±iIF1 12 by Proposition 1.4.3. We can simplify the big 
bracket of (A.7) as 
(_l)fl+dG(l)fl+ 1 _(_l)fl+dG(l)fl+lFlfl_lFll{ y ( 1 d). y(ld)+y(d+lfl).y(d+lfl)}I =: V. 
We use the induction hypothesis and the fact that G(1) = +iIFl if —1 E Q' to 
evaluate V; rather unfortunately there are eight cases to consider 
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n2 mod 4 
d1 mod 2 Vn = —G(1)' + IFl 	+ Fl FI(FI' + IFI) = —G(1)' 
n2mod4 
dO mod 2 V = G(1)' + IFI 	+ IFI' - IFI(IFI' + FI) = G(1)'. 
nEO mod 4 
dO mod 2 V = G(1)' - IFI 	+ IF 	- IFI(IFI' - IFI!P) = G(1)'. 
n2 mod 4 
dEl mod 2 Vn = —G(1)' - IF 	+ IFI - lFI(FI - FI) = —G(1)' 
nEl mod 4 
dEO mod 2 V = IFI n+2 1  + G(1) 	+ Fltm - lFl(lF' + lFl) = G(I)'. 
nE3 mod 4 
dEl mod 2 
n+1 
= Fl 2 	- G(1)tm + Fltm - lFl(lF' + lFl) = —G(1)tm. 
nEl mod4 
d=1 mod 2 vn 
n+1 
= —IFI 2 	- G(1)tm + Fltm - lFl(lFl - lFl) = —G(1)'2 . 
n=3 mod 
dEO mod 2  V = —IFI 2 	+ G(1)tm + Fltm - lFl(lFl - Fl) = G(1)tm: 
Thus, using G(1) = ±ilF, we have 




. y (n_d) 
—IFIi 	IfnOmod4,d1mod2; n2mod4,dOmod2 




I FI n 2 1 	Ifn1mod4,dOmod2; n3mod4,d1mod2 
—lFl 
n  2 	 Ifn1mod4,d1mod2; n3mod4,dOmod2 
so we may deduce that 
{y' e F. : 1 - 	 (ld) 	(ld) - y (d+ln) ,/d+ln) E Q}I 
= (I F In - 	 (l,d)  + 
2 
—'lF1 12 	Ifn =— Omod4,d =— Imod2; n2mod4,dOmod2 
—lFI ~2 + IF1 22 	IfnOmod4,dOmod2; n2mod4,d1mod2 
+ 
—F+lFl Ifri1mod4,dOmod2; ri3mod4,d1mod2 
—lFl n 2 l 	Ifn1mod4,d1mod2; n3mod4,dOmod2 
Whence, we have 
l{ E F' 1 = cy + 	+ cy + Y+i + + i + }l 
(lFl° 
 
—lFl 	IfnOmod4,d1rnod2; n2mod4,dOmod2 
lFl+lFl 121 IfnOmod4,dOmod2; n2mod4,d1mod2 
= 	
Fl+lFI 	Ifri 1 mod4,dOmod2; n3mod4,d 1 mod2 
1lFl—lFl 
n  2 Ifn1mod4,d1mod2; n3mod4,dOrnod2 
This concludes the proof for the case —1 e Q'. 
Case 2. 
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If —1 E Q then G(1) = +IFI by Proposition 1.4.3. We simplify the big 
bracket of (A.7) as 
(_1)dG(1)l(_1)dG(1)n+IFlTh_IFII{1 = 	 W. 
Using the induction hypothesis and the fact that G(1) = ± IFI to evaluate W 
gives 
nEO mod 2 
dEl mod 2 W = —G(1)' + IFI n2 + IFI n - FI(FI' + IFV) = —G(1)' 
nEO mod 2 
dEO mod 2 W = G(1) 	- 	+ 	- - IF) = G(1) 1 . 
mod 
dEO mod 2 W n = Fl 2 	- G(1) + lF 	- lFl(lF1' + lFl) = —G(1). 
nEl mod 2 dEl mod 2 W = —IFI 2 	+ G(1) 	+ Fltm - lFRlFI' - lF) = G(1)tm. 
This allows us to evaluate, using G(1) = ±IF, the sum 




lFl 	IfnO mod 2,d1 mod 2 
lFl Ifn.O mod 2,d1 mod 2 
—lFI n 2 Ifn1 mod 2,dO mod 2 
(. 	Ifn1 mod 2,d1 mod 2 
so that we have 
I{y' e F : 1 - 	
(1d) - (d+1n) ,(d+1n) E Q}l 
= (IF In -  If  = ay(ld) . (id) + (d+ln) . 
—FI 2 	 IfnO mod 2,c11 mod 2 
—lFl+lFl 	IfnO mod 2,d1 mod 2 + 
1 IFI 1 	Ifn1 mod 2,dO mod 2 
 —Fl+lFl 	If  1 mod 2,d l mod 2 
Whence, we have 
{y e F 1 :1 = ay + . + ay + Y+i + + 
(lFl — IFI 	IfnO mod 2,d1 mod 2 
Fltm  + IFI 121 If ri 0 mod 2,d 1 mod 2 
Flnt_lFl n 2 Ifn1 mod 2,d0 mod 2 
lFltm+lFlT1 If  = 1 mod 2,d 1 mod  
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.2.2. 
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A.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2.3 
We can prove Theorem 2.2.3 using the same machinery that we used to prove 
Theorem 2.2.2. However Theorem 2.2.3 is contained in the literature, we refer 
the reader to [20] Theorem 2E of Chapter IV. 
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